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Bowling 'Green State "Univcrsily |

Senate approves $628 million improvements bill
by Mary Dannemiller
Staff reporter

A bill appropriating 1828.7 million for
state-wide capital improvements, including $7.9 million for University projects, was unanimously approved by
the Ohio Senate yesterday.
The approval came after two months
of extensive hearings by the Senate
Finance Committee, which trimmed by
$190 million the bill previously passed
by the House.
The University's request was the only
one of the major state institutions that
was not cut.
Because the Senate amended the
original legislation, the bill will return
to the House today for a vote, which will
approve the changes or call for a conference committee to recommend a
compromise.

But House must consider the amended legislation
BECAUSE THE amount allocated for
University projects is identical in both
the House and Senate versions of the
bill, University Vice President Richard
A. Edwards said yesterday, "It puts us
(the University) in pretty good shape."
He explained that apparently the
University's $7.9 million request is not
one of the disputed items, and therefore
should have a good chance of remaining
untouched.
"This reflects, in part, that we (the
University) cooperated with the
(Senate Finance) committee 100 percent" by supplying the prioritized list of
projects and background information
and by testifying, Edwards said.
He stressed there are several major
hurdles yet to be overcome-

"undoubtedly the House-Senate conference committee"-before the full
University allocation can be approved.
SEN. PAUL E. Gillmor, Senate
minority leader, echoed Edwards statement and predicted that the House will
not pass the bill as amended by the
Senate.
If the House does not approve the bill
proposed by the Senate, a conference
committee will be established, consisting of two majority and one minority party members from both legislative
bodies.
Gillmor explained that this sixmember committee will prepare a
report in the form of amendments to the
bill subject to House and Senate ap-

proval. Both groups must approve the
bill in the same form, he added.
If the committee process is chosen by
the House today, Gillmor said, there is
no way to determine how long it may
take to produce a compromise.
THE REPUBLICAN Senator from
Port Clinton said the bill should be
acted on and passed in either the
original or modified form as soon as
possible because of the effect of inflation on the purchasing power of the appropriation.
This district fared "extremely well"
despite talk of cutting the higher education requests across the board, Gillmor
said.
A major factor probably influencing

the decision not to cut the University's
request was that Dr. Richard R. Eakin,
vice provost for institutional planning
and student affairs, University
Treasurer Paul R. Nusser and Director
of Academic Facilities Robert J.
McGeein, "made one of the best presentations (to the Finance Committee) of
need and justification " for the project
money, Gillmor said.
If the University's proposed appropriation is approved, up to $6 will be
deducted quarterly from students'
general fees the quarter following
release of the funds by the State Controlling Board.
THIS REDUCTION will be made
possible if $3 million included in the $7.9

million total for the Samuel Cooper
Pool in the Student Recreation Center
which serves as part of the instructional program in health and physical
education, is approved.
The key element in the possible
future fee reduction is the timing of the
release of funds, McGeein said.
He explained that requests for the
funds must be submitted at least 24
days prior to the Controlling Board's
monthly meeting.
The next scheduled meeting of the
board is Dec. 10 and even if the House
and Senate do formulate and jointly approve a bill by next week, McGeein said
the University would not be able to
meet the 24-day time limit.
Eakin said the first opportunity to apply the fee reduction, if the bill is approved, would be for spring quarter

thurs-

Carter emphasizes safety
da*y n-29-79 of hostages as priority in
Iranian-U.S. situation
Deadline extended
for book catalog
The deadline for students to
submit information cards to be
printed in the Student Government Association's student book
catalog has been extended to
Dec. 3, SGA Senator Lori
Herbert says.
According to Herbert, the
original Nov. 19 deadline had to
be extended because "it was too
early in the quarter for students
to be thinking about selling their
books."
However, with the end of the
quarter near, "students should
be considering it," she said.
Herbert said SGA prints the
catalog in order to simplify the
book-selling process. This allows
students to sell second-hand
books to other students at a
lower price than area book
stores charge.
Herbert said she was disappointed by the lack of student
participation in this quarter's
catalog program because the
catalog book cannot be printed
until at leat 100 information
cards are submitted.
Some information cards might
be accepted after the Dec. 3
deadline, but only if SGA does
not reach its specified goal,
Herbert said.
A student interested in selling
his books through the catalog is
requested to fill out a 3-by-S index card with his name, address, and phone number; the title, author and edition of the
book he wishes to sell; the
course and course number the
book was used for; and the price
the student wants to sell the
book for.
The cards should then be mailed to the SGA office at 405 Student Services Cldg.
The catalog book listing what
books are for sale then will be
available Dec. 6 at the Student
Services Building, the Administration Building, the
University Library, University
Union, the Commuter Center
and in all campus dormitories.

FEATURE-Linda Fumey, newly elected state president of the
National Organization of Women,
says women have made tremendous strides in the last decade.
Page 4.

weather
Partly cloudy. High 30F (-5C),
low tonight 15F flC), 70 percent
chance of snow.

by Oesplna Kartson
wire editor

President Carter said at a press conference last night that he is not at all
sorry that he permitted the shah to
enter the country, that the United
States government will persist in every
effort until every American hostage is
freed and that it is for the shah to decide
whether or not to return to his country.
The president addressed reporters in
the East Room of the White House and
answered 13 questions during the half
hour conference.
He said that for the past 24 days his
concerns have been for the hostages.
Carter said he will not rest or deviate
from efforts until all are released and
he holds the Iranian government
responsible for the takeover actions
and the hostages' safety.
In his opening remarks Carter said
there would be certain questions he
would be unable to answer fully so as
not to jeopardize the well-being of the
hostages. He did not answer one question about the possibility of a war between the United States and Iran.
"My preference is for the hostages'
protection and release by peaceful
means. We don't want to violate human
decency ourselves. But there are other
options available to the United States,"
he said.
MORE THAN 22 M0 Iranian students
attending American universities have
been interviewed by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS). Of
these students, the president said 5,000
have been found to have questionable
status.
Several hundred Iranian students
have left the country so far while others
are required to give the INS more information.
"These students who do not meet the
requirements will be expelled. But
there is one exception. If a student can

prove that if he returned to his country
he were faced with execution, he could
seek political asylum here," Carter
said.
He said the United States has full support of its allies and has no adversaries
overseas. He added that the takeover of
the embassy in Tehran is a growing
concern of all countries, including the
Islamic countries.
"EVERY ISLAMIC COUNTRY has
condemned Iran." Carter said, but
pointed out that this is not a war against
the Islamic world.
"We have respect for Islam and the
Moslem faith. Religious divisions are
not a factor at all," he insisted.
The president emphasized the fact
that the shah was allowed to come to
the United States to be provided
medical services to save his life. He
said he has no regrets or apologies for
permitting the shah to stay in this country for medical purposes.
"Before the shah came here, we contacted the Prime Minister of Iran and
were assured that the embassy would
be protected. It was Khomeini who
withdrew the embassy protection,"
Carter explained.
WHEN ASKED if he felt the shah
should be forced to leave the United
States, Carter said the decision must be
made by the shah himself and his
medical advisors.
"He was free to come here, and he is
free to go on his own volition," Carter
added.
He said the government of Iran must
recognize the grave consequences that
would result if any harm comes to any
of the hostages.
He emphasized that the government
will persist in its efforts until every
American is freed and added that the
entire nation must stay unified.
"The country is strong and getting
stronger. The American's patience is a
show of strength," he said.

SGA focuses on petitions
for reinstating lacrosse
by Bart Porter
staff reporter

With words such as "motivation" and
"dedication" written on the chalkboard
behind him, Michael D. Zinicoia, president of the Student Government
Association stressed better organization to SGA senators in their effort to
circulate a petition to reinstate the
lacrosse team.
According to Tom Washbush, student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, "SGA was very disappointed
in the athletic committee's decision to
disband the lacrosse team."
Washbush called for full cooperation
from senators in getting 7,000 to 10,000
student signatures on the petition,
which will be presented at the Jan. 10
Board of Trustees meeting.
Presidential assistant Chris Geib
said, "We can't let this petition wnit until the last minute. It must be done
now."

"THIS IS one of the most important
issues of the year and we've got to do
our damnedest to get as many
signatures as we can," Geib said.
"We will really be helping the university if we achieve this," he added.
Also on the agenda, Senator Dana
Kortokrax said about 70 surveys concerning student opinions on the proposed shuttle service have been returned to
her.
According to Kortokrax, most of the
replies indicate students would favor a
free shuttle service that would carry
students to grocery stores and campus
events as well as classes.
Kortokrax said many students expressed interest in a noon-time route
that would take them home for lunch
and an evening route that would
transport them to the Student Recreation Center.
KORTOKRAX ALSO said the shuttle
service committee still needs
volunteers for the project.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Mrs. Maxlne Rideout, a 1958 University graduate, sits with her three children, Beth 17;
Tracy, 16; and Curt, 14, at the home of her father in Lima. The Rideouls left Pakistan last
week In the wake of violence.

Graduate recalls events leading
to return to U.S. from Pakistan
by Rick Rlmelspach
staff reporter

A former northwest Ohio resident and University
graduate and her children are back in this country after
leaving Pakistan last week in the wake of the burning of
the U.S. Embassy there.
Maxine Rideout, a 1958 University graduate, and her
three children-Beth, 17; Tracy, 16; and Curt,14- are
staying at the home of her father in Lima. The father of
the family, Raymond Rideout, a 1960 University graduate,
still is in Pakistan, where he is needed at the international
private school where he and his wife taught music.
"Since the superintendent and principal of the school
were out of town when all this happened, he was kind of
left in charge. He had to stay behind and get everything
straightened out," Mrs. Rideout said.
The three Rideout children were among about 175
Americans who attended the school along with about 225
students of 32 other nationalities. The school has been
closed since the storming of the U.S. Embassy in
Islamabad by Moslem students last Wednesday.
THE HIDEOUTS VIVIDLY recall the incidents of last
week.
"We were aware of what happened at the embassy
because we are connected to Americans there by shortwave radio. The trouble started about 1:30 in the afternoon, so we knew it wouldn't be safe to let the kids go
home on their own.
"We got all the children in the school together in the
gymnasium. We called parents of the children to come
and pick them up, but since we knew those with American
licenses wouldn't be safe, we formed car pools with other
parents to take children home," Rideout explained.
During the hours of waiting at the school, the older
students helped calm the younger students, Rideout said,
but she admitted the children were scared.
"I PERSONALLY wasn't afraid at the time, as I was
too busy trying to keep things organized at the school. But
looking back at it later, it was frightening," Rideout said.
The worse part was when a group of Moslem students
started to scale the walls around the school.
"They were shouting and vandalizing the area outside,
but after a while they went home. They never got in, but it
scared the kids," Rideout noted.
After the Rideouts got back to their Islamabad home,
they were informed by the State Department that because
they were "non-essential diplomatic people," they were
ordered to leave the country for their own safety. They

tried to clear their house of their belongings because they
had no idea when or if they would return, Rideout said.
MRS. RIDEOUT has not heard directly from her
husband since the family left Pakistan last Friday. Her
husband, however, called his father and said he was in
good health and that things have quieted in Islamabad.
"We hope to have him home by Christmas, but we just
don't know. It depends on whether or not the school opens
up again," Rideout said.
The family said they would like to return to Islamabad,
which Mrs. Rideout described as a small. Western-type
town, with a population of about 5,000.
"We really liked it there, and the children especially
want to go back and finish school there with all their
friends," Mrs. Rideout said.
BETH, A SENIOR at the school, said she hates to leave
the school in the middle of busy senior year, but added she
has some bad memories.
"I was dating one of the two Marines killed during the
attack on the embassy," she said.
Tracy, a sophomore, and Curt, an eighth grader, both
said they want to return to Pakistan soon.
"I'd rather go back pretty soon because if we don't go
back for a long time, it won't seem like home anymore,"
Tracy said.
Concerning the unrest in both Iran and Pakistan,
Rideout said she believes the "religous fanaticism" is
dangerous.
"With this religious fervor, you just can't predict what
will happen. These people are not being ruled by intelligence, but by emotion, and emotion can be sparked so
easily now," Rideout explained.
SHE ADDED THAT much of the mob behavior is
caused by students.
"Students want fun. They want excitement. Just
because you are a student doesn't mean you are intelligent." she said.
In addition, the students are stirring up mobs of
illiterate people who tend to believe anything they are
told, Rideout said.
"Those people who attacked the embassy were not
thinking; they were not reasoning.
But Rideout added that she believes the wave of antiAmerican sentiment in Moslem countries will make
travel or living in such countries difficult or impossible.
"We want to go back to Pakistan. If they close the
school permanently, we're out of jobs. But for now, we
don't know what will happen. We just have to wait."

opinion
Shuttle bus service
needs better results
Anyone who has battled the blustery Bowling Green winters
over the last several years should appreciate the new shuttle bus
service being planned by the Student Government Association.
The program, which is scheduled to begin during winter
quarter, is being plugged as a revamped version of last year's unsuccessful plan. The upcoming service would include off-campus
trips in its route, an area that was neglected by the previous program.
According to SGA Senator Dana Kortokrax, the service may offer trips to stores in town, athletic events, the Student Recreation
Center and the University Library, as well as morning and evening trips between classes and off-campus locations.
SGA is considering using 15 passenger vans for the service,
depending on the number of students who use the service. A fee of
25 cents for off-campus and 5 cents for on-campus trips is being
considered.
While the plans for the shuttle service appear lucrative at this
time, it should be remembered that SGA is still in the research
phase of the program. Nothing is certain yet, and roadblocks such
as gasoline shortages and lack of student support could terminate
the program as quickly as last year's was ended.
If feasible, the shuttle service would be extremely beneficial to
all members of the University community, especially during the
cold, wet winter weather.
SGA appears to have done its homework on the program. The
results of the 1980 shuttle service, we hope, will be more successful than the 1979 version.
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letters
'I'm tired of playing the games'
Well, here it is folks, another few
weeks and this quarter will be over. I
graduate in March, finally. All I have to
do is finish classes this quarter, and
student teach next quarter. But, I'm
tired. J'm tired of playing the games,
I'm'tired of the entire scene. All I want
to do is survive and get out of here. All I
have to do is survive the last lectures.
The lectures where the prof talks, my ,
hand writes busily and I mentally sleep.
On Friday we have "discussion
groups." This means the grad assistant
talks and I sleep. The night before the
exams I read the book and cram all the
facts into my head. Skip what won't be
on the exam. After all, the purpose of
the class is to pass the exams, right?
After the exam I relax and let all the
facts ooze from my brain, like water
frtxn a sponge.
! I have a class where the prof encourages us to discuss and disagree.
But I don't do such things. It's
dangerous to talk in a class, especially
if you disagree with the prof. After all,
the prof is the one with the power to
give grades. Somehow, even if someone
does voice a disagreement, it always

seems the profs ideas comes out as the
final, "right" answer.
A lot of profs cry that they can't get
students to talk In discussions. But we
all have had experiences where our
ideas were ridiculed or ignored, so we
learned it was safer to be quiet. Other
profs complain that they can't get
students to attempt anything beyond
minimum requirements. I've spent 16
years being threatened with grades. Is
it any wonder I have the, "if you don't
beat me I won't work" attitude. It's
hard to realize I'm supposed to be here
to learn.
I'm supposed to be learning how to be
a good teacher. My education courses
all tell me that people learn best when
they are involved, but they tell me this
while I'm listening to a lecture. They
tell me people learn at different rates,
but they expect us all to learn the same
things at the same rate. They tell us to
be creative and innovative teachers,
but they reward us for copying the
profs ideas. They tell us to be
responsive to our student's needs, but
they've taught the same things the
same way for 10 years.

Oh, I've had good classes, this
quarter and in the past. Classes where
we do discuss and are encouraged to
think and question. But I think my brain
has atrophied so much I can't get it out
of neutral. I haven't had the practice.
So now, I'm supposed to be truly
educated. Hurrah, hurrah. I've learned
a lot. I've learned to avoid
disagreement because it's dangerous.
I've learned it's OK to lie to avoid
trouble. (Try telling a prof why you're
really late with an assignment and you
know what will happen, but tell them
you ware ill and it's OK.) I'm now
excellent at hearing without listening.
(I've sat through too many dull lectures
not to be.) I no longer trust that people
will tell the truth.(How many times has
a prof told you something won't be on
the test, and then it is on the test?) I'm
now terrific at cutting other people's
throats. (It's called competition.) So
here's to University, folks, I've truly
learned a lot.
DeannaEpke
715 Second St.

Make life worth living
Being a school that contains supposedly "intellectual" people, it seems
to me that a certain level of Utopia
could be achieved if the body of concerned, civilized people wanted it to be
so.
Ask yourself these questions: How
many times have I walked away from a
drunk who persisted in provoking me?
Have I ever returned a wallet full of
money that I found in the street with
money in It (or even without the
money?) How many times have I
started a quaint conversation with someone I didn't know? Have I ever
cheated on a test?
OR by now everyone is saying the
guy who wrote this article is a priest or
seminarian or something. Otherwise,
he wouldn't be attacking our morality.
To that, I say that you're being
bothered by your own conscience.
You're passing the buck; copping out
by placing the blame on a person who is
concerned enough to write such an article.
I'M NOT asking for the whole campus
to be angels; not by a long shot. I'm Just
advocating that people should stop

focus
Tim Westhoven
walking all over each other-reward
themselves by earning what they get
out of life. You don't have to be a goodygoody to treat people humanely.
Let punishment come to those who
deserve it. Let reward come to those
who deserve it. It's a simple process of
keeping your nose clean. Ideals remain
ideals without action being taken to
pursue them.
I'm tired of being ripped off, cheated
on, being mistreated because of my
dress or color or religion; that's garbage for some backward, ignorant
country (you all know the ones I'm
referring to) not ours.
IT SEEMS that in a time' when the
people of this country are being blamed
for the rip-offs large corporations play
on other countries, the people should
get their act together.
It's easy for me to understand the

feelings of such people as the Iranians.
I don't agree with their actions but I do
understand why they do the things
they're doing.
I wish that there was an ideal place
on the earth to live. I am a person who
is terribly tormented by unldeal things.
Life will never be ideal, though, but it
could be closer to it if we all pulled
together.
Quit giving the tormentor what he
wants; quit being so weak as to torment
yourselves. If there is no heaven for being a fair person, then we'll find that out
after we're gone but we'll make our station in life worth living for in the mean
time.
IF YOU think that "sermons" like
this printed in the paper aren't worth it,
then let's hear it. Write your own. If it is
worth it, write an article. I DARE you!
Don't sit on your butt and concern
yourselves with yourselves. I'm sick of
apathetic creatures who are here only
to promote themselves while they kick
around in the slime and smut of society.
Tim Westhoven Is a staff
photographer for The New*.

|He didn't have friends, but he had big dreams'
I was reading today where Finders
Records is selling anti-Iranian T-shirts
that say "Khomeini Kiss My Gas."
The other day, I saw on the
television where a couple of enterprising Cleveland businessmen
began selling Ayatollah dart boards. It
began as a Joke, but now they can't
keep up with the demand.
Reminds me of a story my mom
once told me.
■'; 'TT SEEMS," she would begin as she
tacked me in, "that long ago, there was
Oils great and powerful man name
ftodyKhomany.
•:; I'Little God, as Rudy's friends called
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focus
Gary Benz
him, had great aspirations to either be
Grand Imperial Wizard Incarnate God
of his neighborhood or else go into
restaurant management at the
University of Toledo.
"Rudy always had a, sordid
childhood. I think It stems from when
his mother Pavle dropped him on his
bead. Anyway, Rudy really didn't have
many friends, but he always had big
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dreams.
"Many people figured a lot of Rudy's
problems came because he was always
getting picked on. You know the type the last one picked for basketball,
constant post-nasal drip, etc,
"It wasn't really Rudy's fault
though. He couldn't help it that from he
time he was born until now he has been
a spineless, wishy-washy wimp.
"So he was always going through life
with a chip on his shoulder.
"Well, as I already told you, Rudy
had those two goals In mind.
"When he applied at Toledo, he was
turned
down. Its restaurant
management program was filled with
ex-Journalism majors.
"SO THE only thing left for him was
to be god of the neighborhood.
"The only problem with that was the
neighborhood already had a god. His
name was Mohammad Razin and his
family was from the old country.
"Everybody In the neighborhood
loved Mohammad. He was a good guy,
a really terrific dancer and besides, he
succeeded In getting rid of all the stray
dogs and cats.
"Things were really going great for
Mohammad. And why not? He never
had trouble getting a date and was god
of the neighborhood that had the only
McDonald's within a 25-mile radius.
"If you wanted a burger, you had to
go to Mohammad's neighborhood to get
one.
•THINGS WERE pretty groovy for a
couple of years.
"But, during this time, Rudy was
biding his time. He started lifting
weights and really became a fancier of
dogs and cats.

"Slowly, but surely, he started to
make friends. Even though many
considered him obnoxious, he had that
sort of magnetic personality you only
find in child molesters.
"As Rudy's circle of friends grew, so
did his ideas. For the first time In his
life, he actually thought that he Just
might be able to reach his goal of god of
the neighborhood.
"PRETTY SOON there was a fight.
You know, like the kind they had In
West Side Story, except Instead of
singing, there was just a lot of humming.
"When the fight was over,
Mohammad was kicked out and, Rudy
and his friends became the new
leaders.
"For a while, things really got
weird. Rudy let all the stray cats and
dogs back In the neighborhod, but he
had one of his friends cut the animals'
tongues out because be didn't like their
noises. I heard that he was even considering hanging around the
McDonald's and not letting anyone else

"Rudy was really getting paranoid.
He wanted Mohammad to come back to
the neighborhood, so he could beat Urn
up.
"Mohammad wasn't crazy and
Instead left town.
"Well, this didn't set well with Rudy,
so he started going nuts. He got a bunch
of his friends to lock themselves up
inside the McDonald's and halt
production until Mohammad would
come, so he could beat the stuffing out
of Urn.
"WELL, YOU know Ray Kroc,
owner of McDonald's, he didn't like
that too well, and he let Rudy know
"Rudy said that unless Ray
arranged for Mohammad to come back
to the neighborhood, Egg McMuffins
would become a thing of the past.
"Rudy just kind of scoffed and
laughed in an arrogant way.

"Well, this whole ordeal lasted for
the longest time. Finally people forgot
about McDonald's and went instead to
the new Ponderosa that was built
nearby.
"From what they say, Rudy is still
sitting in his McDonald's, except that
there is no food since Ray cut off all the
shipments.
"I haven't heard much since the new
Ponderosa's been built, but I'd be
willing to bet McDonald's would have
given them a helluva lot of competition
except for Rudy."
"But what happened to Mohammad?" I asked my mom as I neared
unconsciousness.
"Uh I don't know. I think he moved
to Las Vegas and married a female jai
alai player," she said as my eyes slowly
closed.

Gary Bern Is editorial editor of the
News.
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buy burgers.
"Well, a Jot of people were figuring
that power had gone to Rudy's head. I
think they were right,
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Assistantships offer financial aid to grad students
Edltor'i note: this Is the second In ■
three-part series on graduate, school.
Tomorrow's segment will deal with
getting a degree, and Its effect In the
Job market
by Scott Ottoman
A student who meets the admissions
requirements for graduate schools
should next find out how much it costs
and how to pay for it.
The University offers financial aid
to graduate students primarily through
graduate assistantships or teaching
fellowships.
Funding is "readily available," Dr.

Elmer A. Spreitzer, acting dean of the
graduate college says, and there is a
high probability that full-time students
can get funding as an assistant or
fellow.
Graduates that work for the college
are contracted to work for departments
either 10,15, or 20 hours a week, usually
as researchers or instructors, he ex-,
plaines.
GRADUATE FUNDING, also called
stipends, is given to students in both the
master's and Ph. D. programs
"We will fund students two years at
the master's level and three Ph.D.
level," he said.

Gerald E. Krygier, president of the
Graduate Student Senate, said an
assistant or fellow has instructional,
non-resident
and
automobile
registration fees paid by the University.
"It Is good to get the tuition, there's
no doubt about it," Krygier said.
HE ADDED THAT one problem with
the graduate stipend is that it has been
raised by the University too slowly over
the last 10 years.
"The purchasing power of the
stipend has eroded compared to 1968,"
he said. "Today it is worth one-half of
what it was then."

John C. Scherer, a graduate student
in business, said the stipend for his
teaching fellowship is $2,700 a year,
working with a fifteen-hour-a-week
contract.
The stipend, with money from
summer work and a weekend Job in
Toledo, provides enough money to get
by on, Scherer said.

In the case of married couples, the
spouse of a graduate student must work
full-time in order to have enough
money, Krygier said.

"THE $380 a month averages out to
taking care of my room, board and
books," he said. "I'm not saving much
money, but I'm breaking even.
"It depends on how a person lives,
too," he added. 'I try to budget my
money as well as I can."

KRYGIER ADDED he believes that
the problem of small stipends is
common at other schools around the
country.
Spreitzer said there is and
"economic burden on some graduate
students.

briefs

Another problem is with out-of-state
students who might not be able to find
enough roommates to spread out the
cost of renting an apartment, he said.

Women's Studies Cordial

For most students, the instructional
fee is (373 a quarter and the general fee
is (87 a quarter. The general fee is pajd
by all graduate students, including
assistants and fellows.
. .
A non-resident of Ohio pays an
additional fee of (43 per credit hour up
to (429.

YOU'RE MAD AS HELL

PR director to speak
Judith Bogart, accredited public relations practitioner
and director of public relations for the Jewish Hosptial in
Cincinnati will speak about "Women in Public Relations"
at 7:30 p.m. today in 110 Business Administration BIdg.
The meeting is sponsored by the Public Relations Student
Society of America and free and public. Immediately
following the meeting PRSSA's annual Christmas party
will be at Dan Davis', 724 Sixth St., Apt. 2. Admission is (1
for beer.

"Graduate students will have some
financial stress," he said. "The.majn
economic stress that we see is; on-our
full-time students."
Like undergraduates, a graduate
students must pav an instructional, fee
and a general fee, according; to the
1978-80 graduate bulletin.

BUT
ARE YOU
GOING TO
TAKE IT
ANY MORE?

-

smmrn
HOURS!
Friday Nov. 30*+.

The women's Studies Program will sponsor a Women's
Studies Cordial at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in 112 Life Sciences
Bldg. Dr. Virginia Eman, assistant professor in the school
of speech, and Kathi Dierks-Stewart, teaching fellow in
the school of speech, will present Email's research on
"Conceptualizing and measuring Sexual Identity." The
program will center around the individual's self perception in relation to masculinity and femininity. The
meeting is free and public.

Grantwriting workshop
A two-part grantwriting workshop titled "Grantwomanship" will be offered by the Women's Studies
Program and Research Services Office from 9 a.m. to
noon tomorrow and Dec. 7 in 302 Hanna Hall. The sessions
will focus on writing grant proposals especially for
women's programs and projects and will be conducted by
Marion Ronan, assistant director of the Office of
Research Services. Preregistration is required at the
Women's Studies Program Office, 222 Administrations
Bldg., 372-2620. A text on proposal writing is recommended and available from the office for (2.25.
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HAVE YOU
HAD IT WITH
A COMPUTER?

All ARE
WELCOME

■Vf/+U, /V«4.,«v

Beta House
707 6Hi Street

If either question applies to you, consider taking

HUMANITIES CLUSTER COLLEGE PM
10 Credits
Winter 1980
Satisfies Humanities Group Requirement in most colleges
Register for U.D. 111

:■'. •

Meet the Faculty
"Approaches To
Questions?
Call Dr Klein 2-2785
Monday Dec. 3
Value in a
7.30 P.M. Darrow Lounge Technological Culture" Dr. Nachbar 2-2981

My first nest egg, ^gg

i

You don't need calculus, algebra or trig to ...

Add up
the savings
i
at Pagliai's
•MONDAY, SAVE 50% I
2 lor I puza from 5 to 8 ol Pagliai's
East! Eot-in only special

TUESDAY, SAVE $11
Froo cup of soup 4 bottomless drink
with ony chofs salad II am Midnight
ot Pagliai's East or South Eot-in
special only

•WEDNESDAY, SAVE $1.70!
Spaghetti 6 garlic bread for SI SO
(reg $3.20) II to 9 ot South. Eot
in special only1

•THURSDAY, SAVE $1,201
Order o toco pizza at East or South
(eot- in only) i get up to 4 drinks
lor only 10' eoch
OR ENJO> OUR 5 PIZZA ( A
DRINK FOR SI 99 AT SOUTH.
II

AJn.-l

•MONDAY thru FRIDAY,
EAT FOR $2,001
Soup * a sandwich lor 12. 11 to 4
Mon.Fri. atEaitl

•EVERY TIME YOU ORDER A
MEDIUM OR URGE PIZZA
DELIVERED -$AVE 24 Vi *
There's o coupon on overy box—
sove 20 and got o pilio Iroo! ■

PM-

Pagliai's & Crazy George — giving BC the best for 13years!

EAST

Pbgliai's

, ....

440 E. Court • 352-1596

il^r
OPENAT11A.M
FREE DELIVERY FROM 11 A.M.

_.__

S0UIH

945 $. Main •

352-7571
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Conference to examine
part-time student grants
Thj» possibility of financial aid for part-time
students will be discussed at a two-day
conference beginning tomorrow. The conference is being made possible by a $5,695
Kranji » warded the University by the George
GundToudation of Cleveland
tip first day of the conference will bring
together financial aid directors from
univtr>iues and technical schools all over the
midwest. Problems concerning part-time
studapts financing their educations will be
discussed.
0(» Saturday, the conference will become
an open meeting for part-time students who
are interested in financial aid.
The biggest financial aid problem, according to Jodi Castleman of the Office of

Compares 60's to 70's

Continuing Education, concerns the part-time
student taking six or eight hours of classes at
night and working during the day.
Usually, this student cannot afford to take
more hours because of job responsibilities,
but receives no finacial aid from the
University. The University cannot afford to
give aid to the part-time student who brings in
less money for the University than the fulltime student.
After the conference, the findings and
discussions will be collected in a booklet for
part-time or potential part-time students.
According to Linda Hamilton of the Office
of Admissions, 1,995 part-time students are
enrolled at the University.

Delta Zeta Sorority would like to
congratulate its 1980 officers:
KathySchweisthal
Gigi Davis
Nancy Myers
Joanne Veto
Linda Greene
Michelle Arbuthnot
Jill Morgan
Lura Lynn Lower
Paula Lewis
Linda Snyder
Linda Snyder
Val Lewis
Betsy Burd
Beth Gilder
Becky Culp
Tracy Horton
Jan Palonder
Leslie Kopecky
Laura Lewis
Lori DeSalvo

President
Pledge Trainer
Assistant Pledge Trainer
Rush Chairman
Assistant Rush Chairman
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Historian
Chaplain
Senior Panhel
Junior Panhel
House Chairman
Scholarship Chairman
Activities Chairman
Social Chairman
Assistant Social Chairman
Philanthropy Chairman
Standards Chairman

Thanks to all the old officers for a Job well done!
And a special congratulations goes to our new
Delta Zeta active: Edie Hunter

NOW president reviews advances

by Julie Stephens
staff reporter

She kept herself from saying "We've
come a long way, baby," but that certainly
is the opinion of Linda Fumey, Ohio's
president of the National Organization of
Women.
Furney, a University graduate, gave her
first lecture as state NOW president
Tuesday at the University.
"It's been a turbulent decade for us,"
she said, "and we've made tremendous
strides."
The purpose of NOW at the University
and across the nation, she said, is to
promote equal opportunities for women in
all areas of their lives.
"IF THIS were 1970 instead of 1980," she
said, "there would be no fight for the ERA
(Equal Rights Amendment), because the
ERA wouldn't have even passed the House
or the Senate.
"If this were 1970, there wouldn't be a
struggle to keep abortion rights," she said.
"There wouldn't be any abortion rights.
"If this were 1970 and not coming Into
1980, there would be no women's sports
programs to the extent that we have them
today. There would be no high school gir i>'
sports programs competing on any kind JI
state level that we see today.
"In 1970, we would've been worrying
about whether they separated the want ads
into male jobs and female jobs," she added, "and whether you got equal pay. for
equal work."
WHILE THESE are still concerns of
women, Furney said, women also are
concerned now about sexual harassment
on the Job and "equal pay for equal worth."
"Why does the ambulance driver who
gets you to the hospital make more money
than the trained nurse who takes care of

you when you get there?" she asked.
She noted some of the problems facing
women, such as rape, domestic violence,
housing and employment, but she focused
on the issues of ERA, abortion and
education.
"We have felt for a long time that
women deserve the same equal opportunities that men deserve," she said. "I
think we have to remember it takes a lot of
courage to fight for something like the
Equal Rights Amendment."
SHE SAID IT is going to take thousands
of dollars to fund the ERA drive.
"There are people who believe that if we
don't get it (money) by the time time runs
out in June 1981," she explained, "that we
won't see it (ERA) in our lifetime."
Fumey said she does not share that
feeling. She is convinced that the ERA will
pass.
"I am absolutely convinced that the day
after the deadline (June 1, 1981), if we
haven't gotten the Equal Rights Amendment, we will be back in Congress introducing it again. We are absolutely not
going to go away."
"REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM" Is
another issue facing women, she said.
That includes the right for a women to
choose to have an abortion If she feels it Is
in her best interest.
"We have no right to decide what's best
for her," she said.
Several "anti-choice" groups, as she
calls them, are pushing for a human rights
amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The
amendment would prohibit not only
abortion, but some forms of birth control
that the anti-choice groups consider a type
of abortion.
The term "pro-abortion" has been used
by opponents to NOW and the abortion
issue, she said.

photo by Lynn Donatini
Linda Flimsy

Renovation for new senior center begins
The new Wood County Senior Citizens Center,
expected to be completed by late 1980 or early
1981, will not only provide area elderly with
recreational activities, but service projects as
well.
"The purpose of this center is to service both
Bowling Green and Wood County (elderly),"
Carol Lineback, city grants coordinator, said.
Unlike the present center located at the county
fairgrounds, the new center, at 305 N. Main St.
will be able to accommodate several projects
and recreational activities simultaneously,
Lineback said.
Service projects will include nutrition

programs, home delivered meals, educational
services, cultural activities and legal aid, she
said.
THE CENTER will be open to any Wood
County resident 60 years of age or older,
lineback said. Currently, about 16 separate
senior citizen groups in the county use the antiquated fairgrounds structure, she noted.
The cost of purchasing and renovating the
building (the old post office) for the project is
expected to be about $730,000. The project began
in 1976.
Lineback said the city has received about
$191,154 in state and federal grants so far, in-

cluding $31,000 from the Ohio History Preservation Office and $75,000 from the Ohio Commission on Aging. She noted that the city will not
have to pay for costs not covered by grants,
because that funding will come from fiscal year
1980 general revenue sharing monies.
It was Mayor Alvin L. Perkins' idea several
years ago that the city not be burdened with any
of the cost, Lineback said.
"Credit for the center must be given to the
mayor," she said.
Bids for the final phase of the project have
been taken, making the possibility of using the
center by late 1980 realistic, she said.

THE ALL NEW LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT NITE
AT THE
r* it

Dixie Electric Co. ]

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY

EVERY MONDAY
FEATURING:

RAPSCALLION DEC. 3RD

ONE OF CLEVELAND'S FINEST ROCK-n-ROLL BANDS!
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY PERRYSBURG, OHIO

4355I

PHONE: 824-8649
I

>
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hours: 7:00p.m. to 10:00p.m.
entire stock of
our women's boots

save 20%
Reg. $36 $83,
$28 80 $66 40 Leathers.
water proofs, more. Sizes
5'/4-10.

entire stock of
jrs' outerwear

20% off

14K gold pierced
earrings, all styles

1/2 off

young men's basic
denims and corduroys

$13.99

Orig. $29.99-079.99. Coats
and jackets including wools,
suedes. Sizes 5-13.

Reg. $12-S80, S6-S40.
Hoops, studs, hearts, stones
and chains. All are gold.

women's clogs and
sport shoes

jrs' playwear
and sleepwear

14K gold charms in
open heart design

men's cotton
flannel shirts

$12.99

$5.99-9.99

30% off

$11.99

Reg. $16.99. Straight legs,
flares, boot cuts, Choice of
colors. Cotton 28-38.

Orig. $11-$21. Baby dolls,
shorts, tops sets. Short sleep
suits. $8.99$ 10.99.

Reg. $16$50.
$10.99*34.99. Add them
to a chain or bracelet.
Choose 3 sizes.

separates for the
Young Collector

jrs' coordinates
by famous makers

pierced earrings
you get 6 pairs

men's sport shirts
of Super Suede

1/4-1/2 off

$2.99-$5.99

$1.99

$11.99

Orig. $26-$30. Leathers in a
wide selection of colors and
styles. Sizes 5-10.

Orig. $24 $36,
S15.99-S17.99 Shirts,
jeans, tops, blouses, skirts,
more. 6-16.

misses' blouses in
assorted styles

|$1.99-$3.99
Orig. $11-$24. Polyester or
polyestettotton. Basics and
fashion looks. 8-18.

misses' corduroy
pants and skirts

$8.99

Orig. $17-$26. Pants, tops,
skirts. 5-13. Also 60% off a
woolpolyester group.

jrs' turtleneck
acrylic sweaters

$3.99
Orig. $6. Assorted solids,
S-M-L. Also woven tops,
orig. $12 $20. sate $4.99.

jrs' dresses
hurry for these

$4.99

Orig. $22-$25. Cotton in
burgundy or cream. Your
choice at one price. 10-16.

Orig. $28-$40. Mostly short
sleeve styles. Take to Florida
or save for spring. 5-13.

misses' famous
maker coordinates

entire stock jrs'
denim and corduroy

1/2 off
Orig. $15$30.
•6.99-1 14.99. Pull-on
pants, skirts, blouses,
jackets. Sizes 10-16.

25% off
Reg. $22 $24. Buy your
jeans right now and save.
Cotton denim or corduroy.
5-13.

misses jeans
updated styling

simulated pearl
jewelery in sets

$6.99

$3.99

Reg. $4. 6 assorted pairs of
pierced earrings on a card.
Many different colors.

Shalom jewelery
all are boxed

$5
Reg. $7.50-$12.50. Pierced
earrings, chains, necklaces
and bracelets.

Reg. $ 16. Our lowest price
of the year. Plaids. Also
acrylic turtlenecks $7.99.

Reg. $15-$ 16. Soft Arnel
triacetatehylon in choice of
colors. S-M-L-XL.

young men's fashion
knit long sleeve shirts

$19.88
Orig. $40-$45. Multifunction watches in goldtone
or silvertone. Hurry, just 501.

Supre-Macy AMFM
digital clock radio

$24.88
Orig. $32.88 Has LED clock
display. Wake to music or
alarm. Snooze control.

30% Off

$29.99

Regular price $12.00

men's and ladies'
LCD watches

$11.49
Reg. $23. Placket with button down collar.
Polyestercotton. Stripes.
S-M-L-XL.

$25.99

sale $5.99

Orig. J18-S22 Belt loop or
self-belt styles. Another
group $10 99-S16.99

our entire stock
of fabrics, hurry!

men's suede front
acrylic sweaters

boys van Huesen
sweater shirt

$6.99

men's Huk-a-poo
knit sport shirts

leather handbags
choice of styles

Reg. S30-S39. Shoulder,
zipper styles and clutches.
Best fall styles, hurry in.

men's slacks by
many
famous makers

Reg. $45. Knit sweaters
with suede. Brown, tan or
natural. Zip fron. S-M-L-XL.

$12.99

Reg. $19.99. Carbon stoel
wok and cooking accessories. 8 pieces in all.
Save. $7 now.

$29.99
Orig. $60. Choice of blue or
brown banded patterns.
40-pc. service for 8 Save!

Conair hair dryer
with 1100 watts

$9.99
with rebate

Reg. $7.50. Pierced earrings,
necklace, bracelet. Or 2 pr.
earrings and necklace,

polyfcotton
6.99

Orig. $ 14. Our own brand in
polyestercotton. sizes
14'/.-17. Neckwear $2.99.

misses' updated
polyester pants

entire stock of
14K gold chains

young men's Levi's
long sleeve shirts

men's sweaters:
v-neck or turtleneck

terry bath towels
all 1 st quality

$11.99

$7.49

$2.99 bath

Orig. $17.50. Polyestettotton in plaid and stripes.
Gr»M looks. S-M-L.

Reg. $ 15. Your choice in flat
knit acrylic. Buy both and
wear layeredl S-M-L-XL.

Orig. $13-$ 16. Buy several
in your choice of many colors. Misses' sizes 10-16.

30% off
Reg. $24.50$ 162.
$16 99 $113.49. 7", 15",
18". 24". 30". Several link
styles.

$3.99 twin
Full $5.99. Queen $8 99
Cases $3.99 pair. Several
patterns. All 1 st quality.

irregular sheets
variety of patterns

$2.99 twin
Full $4.99 Queen $7.99.
Cases $3.99 pair.
Polyestettotton percale.
Stock upl.

misses' irreg. tops
novelty styles

$3.99
men s cotton
flannel shirts

Orig. $20. Cotton denims
with fashion details. Indigo
blue. Sizes 10-16.

$6.99

Springmaid sheets
matched patterns

imported wok set
for oriental cooking

$59.99

$8.99

Twin or full. Nyolnpolyester
or acrylic blankets are
machine washables.

If perfect 110*116. Tops
galore from our misses'
budget department. S-M-L.

Sango dinnerware
service for 8

men's solid color
dress shirts, savel

$4.99 -$6.99

Wools, knits, prints and
much more. Everything is included for one day onlyl

men's nylon quilted
jackets are warm I

Orig. $80. Polyester fiberfilled parkas are great in
winter. Navy. Sizes S-M-LXL.

lightweight blankets
in prints or solids

Reg. $14.99. sale $11.99,
less $ 2 mfg. rebate, just
$9.99. 2 heat settings.

Hand size $1.99 Wash cloth
$1.19 Solids or prints. Cottonpolyester tarry.

No mail or phone orders. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Quantities are limited on some items.

$5.99
Reg. $7.49. From men's
budget dept. Long sleeves.
Young men's knits, $3.49.

men's famous maker
irregular socks

#$6.99
If perfect $1.75. Dress and
sport styles from budget
men's. Very famous brand.

men's Wrangler
No-Fault jeans

$9.99
Reg. $11.99. No-wrinkle,
pucker or shrink cotton
denim. Waist 28-38.

men's famous maker
all-weather coats

$44.99
Orig. $65. Polyestettotton irregular coats with zip-out lining. Broken sizes 38-46.
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elsewhere

DC-10 hits Antarctic volcano, kills 257
AUCKLAND, New Zealand (AP) - An Air New Zealand DC-10 carrying 257 persons on an adventurous flight to the bottom of the world slammed into a volcano
Wednesday on the ice-bound coast of Antarctica, apparently killing all aboard. It
was one of history's worst air disaster.
The 287 passengers on the sightseeing flight included 12 Americans, the airline
said.
A navy C-130 search plane from the U.S. Antarctica base at McMurdo Sound
spotted the wreckage in the sunlit polar midnight about 1,500 feet up the slope of
Mount Erebus, a smoldering, 12,400-foot peak that is one of the world's tallest active volcanos.
A swing around Erebus, on Ross Island off the Antarctica coast 2,000 milos south
of New Zealand, is part of the spectacular 11-hour air tour.
"IT LOOKS as though it burned. No survivors have been sighted. They are ex-

pecting a complete fatality," said Navy spokesman Petty Officer Mike Hatcher.
The harsh conditions of terrain, blowing snow and tricky winds around the
volcano kept Navy helicopters from McMurdo, 30 miles away on Ross Island, from
landing at the crash site immediately. Hatcher said efforts were continuing to
recover the bodies.
The cause of the crash was not known.
"The crew did not report any trouble in their last radio contact" at 2:30 p.m., Air
New Zealand spokesman Chris Smith said.
The airline said 191 of the 257 passengers were New Zealanders. Besides the
Americans, the other foreigners were 24 Japanese, 7 Australians, 2 Britons and a
Canadian. They paid $359 each.
THE IDENTITIES of the victims, who included 20 crew members, were being
withheld until notification of next-of-kin, airline officials said. One of the crew was

next year. If interested, come
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COLLEGE NITE TONIGHT
6=30 - 9:30

NOW

TONIGHT ONLY $10.99

Dresses Dresses Dresses
Entire Stock

3

Fr
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Gift Wrap!

Use Your Uhlmons, Master Charge or Visa Charges

GIVE THE GIFT
OF MUSIC
(8.98 list LP)

ON SALE. .
NOW ONLY. . .

$5.99
ALONG WITH THOUSANDS
MORE TO CHOOSE FROM!

KENNY ROGERS
Kenny
Kenny Rogers is already an
international
superstar and
Kenny, with its da/zlingly
sentimental
single.
"You
Decorated My Life", ships
platinum on its way to "1 .

Up to V2 Off

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
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DORSEYS DRUGS
a

BY THE TRACKS"

•WRAPPING PAPER
"SECRET SANTA" GIFTS
•GREETING CARDS
TREE & ROOM DECORATIONS

STOP IN & BROWSE

i Register For

LOW. . .LOW PRICES & BEST SELECTION

MAY WE SUGGEST
GIFT CERTIFICATES

BUT LATER, the Iranian news agency, Pars, reported that
revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had
removed Abolhassen Bani Sadr as Iran's acting foreign
minister.
The Security Council had agreed on Monday, with reluctant U.S. approval, on a postponement of the Iranian debate
until this weekend on the understanding that Bani Sadr would
go to New York for the session.

Specially priced Thurs. Fri. Sot.

Holiday Cordinates
by College Town
Tonight 20% oft

I05 S. Main -^^ «*»w
353-9802 THRMWBI

-E. WOOSTER

•

Poodle Sweaters
NOW 16.99
[TONIGHT ONLY Sl2.9fll

POLY DRESS
SLACKS

-DOWNTOWN

Bench Reserved
$4.00
Adult Gen Admission
$2.00
Studeni Gen. Admission . .$1.50 (ADVANCE SALE ONLY)

ENTIRE STOCK OF
JEANS TONIGHT
ONLY
20% off

$12.99

CARTER'S REMARKS came on the 25th day after an Iranian mob took over the embassy. Forty-nine Americans still
are held captive there.
As the president prepared for a nationally broadcast news
conference Wednesday night, there was no indication he had
set any deadline for the hostages' release.
"We do not t—je some artificial point at which diplomatic
efforts cease," said Hodding Carter, a State Department
spokesman.
The spokesman also said the United States is not likely to
support a new postponement past Saturday of a planned U.N.
Security Council debate on the Iranian crisis.

THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

support our advertisers

Reg. 18.00

7:30p.m.

PRELIMINARY-BGSU WOMEN
vs.
N. ILLINOIS 5:00 p.m.

TViurs. 730
Phi Mu House

PLAID BLOUSES

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter declared yesterday he is determined to win the release of the American
hostages in Iran through peaceful means, and said mob
violence and "international terrorism" must not be allowed
to spread.
"The harming of innocent people is condemned by every
law of mankind and God," the president told six foreign ambassadors who presented their diplomatic credentials at the
White House.
Carter added, "It's extremely important that mob violence
be contained and that international terrorism not be permitted to reign."
He also stressed a peaceful approach to resolving the
stalemate that has continued since the seizure of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran.

ANDERSON ARENA

to an informative meeting

S4.99

Carter determined
to free hostages,
prevent violence

FALCONS
vs.
BALDWIN-WALLACE

All positions will be open

Stripes & Solids

There were no immediate indications that any structural problem was involved
in the crash. DC-lOs were grounded in the United States for a time after a DC-10
crash in Chicago last May that took 273 lives. Federal investigators blamed that
problem on improper maintenance techniques.

TIP - OFF!

THE GAVEL

COWLS - Reg. 9.00

well-known New Zealand mountaineer Peter Mulgrew, and associate of famed
Mount Everest conquerer Sir Edmound Hillary who gave the passengers a commentary on the sights.
The sightseeing planes fly from Auckland to Erebus and McM urdo Sound, cruise
at a low level over that area, then fly for 45 minutes north along the Victoria Land
coast before heading out across the water for the return to New Zealand. Air New
Zealand has operated the flights for the past three Southern Hemisphere summers,
and this was the fourth of the season.
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The Sisters Of
ALPHA
GAMMA
DELTA Proudly Announce Their New
Officers For 1980

President-Amy Leibig
First Vice President-Linda Schultz
Second Vice President-Susan Castle
Treasurer-Chris Heulskamp
Corresponding Secretary-Ann
Shanahan
Recording Secretary-Mary Ann
Jankowski
Sr. Panhel-Maribeth Joeright
Publicity-Ruth Schaefer
House Chairman-Bettina Mollica
Membership-Karen Elbon
Rush Chairman-Brandy Dicioccio
Social-Standards-Cindy Baker
Ritual-Pam Shearer
Activities-Trudy McClaskey
Altruism-Kathy Hooper
Steward-Tina Siebenalar
Jr. Panhel-Carla Shere
Athletic-Trudy McClaskey
Assistant Rush-Laura Christenson
Assistant Pledge Trainer-Lynn
Wriglpy
Alumni Chairmen-Martha Brewer.
Darlene Lehnhart
Song Chairman-Kathy Hooper
T-shirt and Pictures-Teresa Grantham
Sunshine-Carla Shere. Cindy Mares

ABORTION

VISIT THE

TOLL FREE
9 o.m. • 10 p.m.
1 -800-438-8039

v classified
WOaM
RlrJer wanted to Denver & or
back. Leaving 12 17, return
1 3 80 35? 4997. Jeff

Scuba Classes
Offered Winter Quarter
At The Rec Center
Noreste,

Admissions
Januar, 80 and August 60
topccanls a-yfar lully
rKognned and estaoiisrwe
Ueiican MM'Cal School
witn sevrai hundred Am*
■can sludmts enroled Us*
English language leilDOOkS
and turns m English
School combines Quality
•ducalon small claim
eipenenced teachers
mwtrn laciimes

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnancy Aid a Understanding.
EMPA 353 701 4 287 4639 (local)

Sign Up Begins November 15

Birth control, test tor pregnancy,
VD. early abortion at Toledc
Mtdical Service. Call (419)
2433179 for an appt

For more information contact:
372-2711

wP
•• ••

Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs Bring Us Your
Manuals, Forms, Programs,
Bulletins And Resumes. 48 Type
Faces Available. Call The
Flatlands Trader Newspaper
352 3538.

PERSONALS

Unlversldad
Dal Noreata
120 East 41 St..

I days till BLACK CHRISTMAS
I days till BLACK CHRISTMAS
I days till BLACK CHRISTMAS

NY, NY 10017

Laughter, smiles & happiness
See you at the TKE ALL GREEK
CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
PARTY Sunday. Dec 2,1:30pm.
NE Com mom.
Sue Edmunds, thanks tor being
^tte best cresent Big around
Good luck with the rest of this
quarter. Love, Sue P.
Jodi. I'm so happy 'hat I have
you as my big. I am looking for
ward to our next two years
together Love Always, Lil Beth

(212)894-6589
or 232-3784

READ THE
BG NEWS

PATRONIZE

OUR

ADVERTISERS"

Resume

UNMARKED BILLS'

TYPESETTING
FAST SAME DAY SERVICE
CALL 352-3538
Bill Lubinger Bill Cowgill Mark Baugh
STOP IN BEFORE THE
HOCKEY GAME FRIDAY
FOR TACOS, 5 - 7.
AFTER THE GAME
ITS FREE
ENTERTAINMENT
STARTING AT 9:30.

Dab Mortin, Owner/Stylist

MONTY'S
((

Special Uniperms
$20"
Phone: 352-2611
131 W.Wooster, B.C., Ohio
"W. faoture (RK) Rodken Product*

so

IT'LL CHANGE KXJRTHINKING
ABOUT WHATttXJVE BEEN DRINKING.

WFAL announces the Ten Days
of Christmas...and the ski
weekend's on us Listen & win
Heidi Spring Welcome to our
small but wonderful family!
Love Ya GRAM!

BIG KIM A successful hunt It
was but that's only because the
keeper of every clue was .. you I
Thanx Gamma Phi Love Lil
Robin.
Susan a Carolyn We wish the
best for both of you a we will
miss you two! Just remember: it
was chance that made us sisters,
but hearts that made us friends
Xi love 4 ours Your fall pledge
titter*.
TKE
ALL GREEK
CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS
PARTY IS COMING!!! DEC.
2ND, NE COMMONS, I 30 PM
Sub Me Quick is now open for
lunch again with new items aded
to our menu. Tossed a chef
salads, soups a chile, n 30am to
lam. Mon.-Fn. 4:30 lam. Sat. a
Sun Delivery from 5:00pm lam,
7 cl.iys a week Call 352 GOOD
Do you hke to ski, but hate the
high price of a lift ticket? Would
you like to spend a weekend at
Boyne Mountain .FREE? Listen
to WFAL, Identity the ten
mystery songs, a win your
dream weekend.
"BIG" Lisa. So proud to be a part
of the family. Couldn't be luckier
Love ya, "Little" Christie
Cher Bear: To the greatest little
big there is! Let's hear it for
short people Love, your little
Terri

JOKES. 100 clean Iokesa penney
apiece. Send Si a stamped long
envelope KT Press Box. 254881
Sacramento, CA 95825.
Beer Delivery now available thru
Sub Me Quick's "Beer Delivery
Club." Call 352 4663 for details.
Just another way to serve you
better. Delivery hours 5pm lam.
7 days a week

Grand Big Anne, Well. I guess I'll
survive with you as my grand
big. maybe. Just wanted fo say
THANKS tor everything you've
done to me I hazing, giving me up
for adoption) only kidding. OOX
XX. Love. Your Grand Little
Dlann9j

THE GAVEL: All positions Of the
GAVEL stiff will be open tor
next year. There will be an open
meeting Thurs. Nov. 29, tor
details. Phi Mu House. 7:39pm.
Big Connie B, The Big Hunt was
really tun. At the end of the string
i found the best big possible.
Thanks for a great time & we'll
tiavt great times ahead. Little
Sue.
Win a weekend tor two at Boyne
( Mountain from WFAL by identi
' tying the 10 songs to be aired in
the next two weeks.
A XI Sisters We hope you loved
your serenade! We are so excited
for the Christmas Party! See you
tonight. Love, Your Merry Fall
Pledges,
Mike. Tom & Ray congratula
tions on finally receiving your
. great LSAT scores. You have
been driving us all crazy-Mr.
, W.H. Ippet.

Sigma Chi'sThe Phi Mu's are
getting psyched for an excellent
time tonight!! We can always
count on a good time with the
greatest guys on campus. Love,
The Sisters of Phi Mu.
Wall Please return ug We miss
her. Home & Lone.
Carol Sue: Charles Shultzdefined
a friend as someone you know
well a. are fond of. You're my
friend. Thanks! David,
Chi O's Beware of the third floor
eight plus 0091
WHY NOT TRY Homestead far
ming as an alternative to Future
Shock? Closed Bio-cycle complex
now developing in N.W. Arkan

Check

your chances
of getting
breast

cancer.
Cancer can attack
anyone. But some people
live with a higher risk of
developing cancer than
others However, the
earlier the diagnosis, the
better the chances of
cure. If you check any of
the boxes, see your
doctor. Discuss with him
your risk of getting
cancer
Knowing about
cancer Is a first step in *
curing It.
DOver 40 and have
close relatives who
had breast cancer.

Z & Z DISTRIBUTING
TOLEDO, OHIO

TEKE
PLEDGES:
CON
GRATULATIONS on passing the
Prytanis Test. The 2nd night of
activation is before you.
W9tcom9 fo tft9 bond. F.F.
Becky. Thanx tor being a
sweetie. I'll love ya always. Your
Crescent Lil

Girls from 4th lows Dunbar
1978 79: Happy Hours & Plxia at
Olrto's? Be there on Friday at
5:30. I still loveyal J.A.R.
GAIL this quarter has been the
best! We loved having you as our
roommate, even though you art
"bizarre." The room will always
be open so keep in touch. L.I.T.B.
Wac & Kobe.

Beta Happy Hours: Friday Nov.
30th. 4-11pm at Beta House 707
aft St, AH are wekomel

The 8oz.
Quickie

sat. Land available m the area
SOI 537 4203.
WFAL, your campus station for
great music, great contests and
great prizes. Listen and win.

D Had a breast
operation
H Have a lump or nipple
discharge.

1 love my new "Big" Polly. Your
little. Terese. __________^__
SAE's get psyched for our Secret
Santa Party tonight at 8:00. Love,
Lil SlS't,

Margie and Senorita Wolf
although the hunt was long a my
feet really got sore, It sure was
all worth it to find MAGNIFICO
family waiting for me behind the
Frontdoor. Love Lil' Paula. P.S.
Felix Navidad
Big Debby. (World's Greatest
Sis) it was a test for me, the
cook, cleaning lady or you. But 1
won out a got you Farley almost
fooled me! Who could ask for
anyone better. Thanks lor mak
Ing my Big Hunt so special. Love.
Lil' Olanne,
Big Jean, I've got the best big
EVER and I'm so proud to be
part of the best family. Thanks
for everything!!! Love, your Lil'
Lorl.
OH I wish I was an Alpha Phi ac
live, that is what I truly want to
be, Cuz if I was an Alpha Phi ac
live, l wouldn't have to trudge
around B.G. Love. The Alpha Phi
Pledges,
Alpha Phis, we love our Big
Sisters, the hunt was a blast. Our
poor feet sure got blisters cuz we
were anxious to find our Bigs
REAL fast. Thanx for a great
time a a memorable night. Love,
The Aloha Phi Pledoes.
Congratulations Byron a Cheryl
The Phi Psl's wish you the best.
Enloy your swim.
Becky a Cindee. glad to have you
as Big Sis's a proud fo be part of
such a tantatic famiy! KD Love,
Lawrit a Cheryl,
Big Ann What a great surprise
behind the closet! So happy to be
part of the Family! Alpha Phi
Love Lil' Sara
To the sweetest, funniest a most
special big in world, Maureen
(alias Trlxie): of all the special
presents, the smoked muscles.
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the expensive luggage, a my ob
noxious sign (a tradition) the
best present 1 got on my hunt was
you tor a big! Love, Lil Laura.
The sweetest Alpha Phi family:
SUSAN, PATTYa JILLI! You're
all so fantastic a mean a lot to
me. Thanks tor EVERYTHING
Love, JANE.
AX Carny Bigs Thanks for the
great breakfast. You're the best.
AX.Pledges
Dear "Bop", Happy 19th, hope
you have a good one! You're the
bestest friend i could ever ask
for. Love ya_mucho_! "Bee"
Lil' Paula Hope your hunt was
lots of fun! You're the BEST
Lil' You're*!! Love, Big Jeame
"Big" E lien, to the best big ever
Looking forward to three great
years. Love, Your "little":
Cheryl.
Bu|: I'm glad to be in thelemilyf
it's gonna be smooth sailing.
Love, Your little Donna.
Sherry, I know you're the best
big any one can have, a I'm so
glad that I am part of the family.
Love, your little Susan.
Jenny: I hope you're looking for
ward to many great times
ahead...I sure am! I know
YOU'RE going to be the best
"BIG" ever. Love, your little
Cathy.
Beth, I'm really excited to be
part of your close small family
Love ya lots, Stevle_,
Denise. I'm looking forward to a
great year with you as my "Big."
You're such a sweetie! Thanks
for everything Love, Eileen.
To my new "Big" Leslie, 1 love
ya. Little Sally
Little Radish You are the best
"midget" big ever. Thanks for
the fun necklace a everything
LITB your "III" Kathie. P.S It's
been rtall Thank YoyJ
Chrystal: Great performance
Wed. night, you had us all tooled
I am so happy to be your little,
Beth.
BIG Judy...you're the best ..what
a wild woman! rm so glad you're
my big! Love you Little Chris
Sue: I'm so happy that you're my
big sister! We have a lot to look
forward to. DG's art fl. Little
Suw.
Hey Slg Eos.the DG pledges are
Delta Gamm psyched for our tea
on Fn more to tome later
DG Fun Big Patti: You're the
greatest! Looking forward to all
the good times we're gonna have.
(Y L.S A.) Bush woman.
Lynn. I'm so glad fo have you as
my big. I know the rest of my col
lege years will be fun with you as
my big. Love, your little Annie
Kerri: Looking forward to the
years ahead with you as my DG
Dig1 Little Machelle,.
Dear "Big" Lynne, You're the
Delta Gamm greatest! I'm so
glad to be your little. We are gon
na have lots of great times in the
next few years. DG love a mine
'Lil' Linda
Chris-Happy 2nd. I've had the
time of my life. Thanks for
everything. Love, K Howard.

WAHTBO
Need rmfe. for Wtr. a Spr qtrs
$95 mo. Nice living conditions
Call Nancy or Sheryl at 352 5430
I M. needs off campus housing
for Wtr a Spr. 372 3741.
1 rmte. needed Wtr. Qtr All util.
pd. Separate bdrm. Call 352 0538
before Dec 7, 1579
F. rmte. wanted Wtr. a Spr. qtr.
Own room, very close to campus.
352 8988

Rmte. needed starting Jan. I
Stadium View Apts. $100 a mo.
Private bath a bdrm. No util
Full kitchen privileges. Call
Kathy at 686 446? (locaj).
Looking for l F. rmte. to share
nice apt. Close to campus. For In
fo. call Clndv at 152 083B.
;
M. rmte. needed Wtr. Qtr.
$81 ?5mo Ph. 352 4840.
!
l F rmte needed for Wtr. a Spr.
qtrs. 2 bdrm. turn. apt. C#n
352 5973.

HELP WANTED
Professional Resume Typeset
ting. Same Day Service 352 3538.
Need photographer to take
photographs of jewelry for job
portfolio. For more Info. Call
Diane 352 5973 .
L
Sub Me Quick now accepting ep
plications 2 4 tor daytime
employment a drivers. Apply «t
143 F Wooster
Victoria Station. Now hiring
cocktall help. Must be TV."
893-0706.
£;
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year '.
round. Europe. S. Ameicav
Australia. Asia. Etc. All Fields.-;
$500 1200 monthly Expense*'
paid. Sightseeing. Free info!*]
Write UC. Box 52 IS, Corona D>(Mar. Ca. 9fflJ,
■'•*
Full a pf. time positions avajt. *
for the following: waitresses -*V'.
waiters, cooks a di*hwasherjr.\ •
both day a night. Corner Klf- \
chen 183 S. Main,
|jj
Temporary Sales Positions avatl.-!
if you want practical sales experience earn $1500-2500 over-'
Christmas break. Toledo area •
Call a ask for Dave after Spin,
352 5570

FOR SALE
Advertise Your unwanted lterha>
For Free in The Fiatland*;
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com .
mission Only If Your Item Sens '
Call 352 3539. 75.000 Reader*;:
Weekly!!
Nikon FM camera, blk body',
with 50mm 1.8 lens. New. trio.'.352 3042.
*'•]
1973 VW 412. 27 MPG. Fair eonif.*. *
Moving, must sell. $600 or best at-'.
far. Call 354 1404 after 5 om.
1 ski rack a bike rack. Great con
dition. Call 35? 28_76 lor details.
1974 VW Beetle. Good condition.
$1800 Call 381 0207 after 5pm
Waterbed for sale
Must sell to stay in school.
New in October
Best offer accepted.
Can 354 1378 anytime.

^

1970 Pontiac Catahna. 8400. Call
353 1274 mornings 372 3545 afternoon a evenings
■
Get ready tor the snow season! 1.1
NEW ladies medium snowsuit for
$25 Call 35? 5608 after noon
1971 white Javelin Must SaH.
Runs good $600
372 5946 or
354 1468,
■73 Maverick Good MPG Many
new parts Drives great a will
get you anywhere. $350 or best of
fer. 352 1984. Must SeHJ
New backgammon games. Ph.
352 2818 or 352 7643.
2 united Airline* Vs price ticket*.
Expires Dec 15, 1979. Asking $40.
Call Ed Allen, 352-4824.
\
Fisher speakers 35 watts per
channel excell. cond. $100 pr.
352 4125, Mike.
1
Man's 26" 3 speed rally bike
Mint condition! $100 cash. Ph.

352 7374.
Puppv German
Shepherd1'.
German Police. 6 wks. old. Best
Offer. 372 4292.
•_.

IM. rmte. Own bdrm. $75 mo. not
Includ. util 352 3097, Larry.

United Airlines Discount coupon
tor sale $25 00 Take a trip at ')
cost. Call Teresa. ? 5588

1 or 2 F. rmtes. for Wtr. Qtr.
Close to campus. For more info
call, 35- J920.

FOR RENT

Need one M rmte. for Forest
Acts, SI 50 mo. 352 3435.
M. rmte. Wtr. a Spr. qtrs. Green
view Apts. Napoleon Rd. $72 mo.,
Util. includ. 353 1181.

Room for F. student Wtr , Spr, a
Sum. qtrs. Comfortable spare
bdrm with study facilities In. ■
home of Univ. faculty tarn. Meals-1 •
avail. Rates negotiable 35? 0949
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sports
Falcon leers get rematch Kent rips women cagers
with unpredictable Gulls
by Rob Boukissan
stall reporter

by Dive Lewandowtkl
aetietant sports editor

After playing the United States International University In San Diego, Calif.,
earlier In the season, Bowling Green
hockey Coach Jerry York thought he
had a good idea of how the Gulls fared
as a Division I team. Now he's not so
sure.
Heading into tomorrow's 7:30 p.m.
general admission sellout contest at the
Ice Arena between the 4-5-1 Falcons
and the Gulls, USIU has been about as
fickle as the BG weather.
Last Saturday the Gulls dropped a 6-1
decision to Colgate In the first game of a
two-game series. The following night
they came back with a M shutout. They
have split two series with Ohio State
and gained a win and tie against
Western Collegiate Hockey Association
member Denver. USHTs record coming into the game is 6-4-2.
BG AND USIU played to a 3-3 tie in
the first game in its two-game series.
The Falcons came back to win the second game, 6-3.
"They (USIU) play with reckless
abandon," York said. "They have

drawn upon their players' experience. ranked Notre Dame. Newton is exThey have no real system of play.
pected to be out of action five to six
"It's a good test to see how our weeks with a fractured wrist, but
players respond from two successive trainer Bill Jones Is looking into the
losses," York continued. "It will also be possibility of a new type of cast that
a good test for us before our league would allow Newton to play.
schedule."
Back from an injured shoulder Is
BG will open its defense of the Cen- senior Mike Cotter. But Cotter won't
tral Collegiate Hockey Association see action at his usual defensive post.
regular season crown Dec. 14-15 at the York plans to move the tri-captain to
Ice Arena against Lake Superior.
the left wing although his linemates
The Gulls are in their second year of haven't been selected.
hockey The team is comprised mostly
"WE'VE PLAYED well defensively
of transfer students including former but we need some help up front," York
St Louis University goaltender Paul said. "We have to get some more shots.
Not Just perimeter shots but more shots
Billing.
"THEY HAVE an unusual situation from working the puck into the zone
there," York said. "They're all first- more.
"All these injuries have caused us to
year students but are all older players.
It's hard to picture a team from Califor- do a lot of switching," York said.
nia doing well but they have a fine "Usually a player will miss one or two
games. I've never been in a situation
hockey team."
Bill Newton and George McPhee will like this where so many players are Inmiss Friday's contest while Brian Hills jured at the same time for so long a
hasn't practiced all week and Is ques- time."
tionable. Doug Olson injured his back in
ICE CHIPS... The Falcons and the
practice Tuesday and also is questionable for the game. York said he Polish Olympic team will square off In
hoped McPhee would return for next a game Feb. 5 at the Ice
Friday's game against nationally- Arena.

Sutcliffe wins NL
rookie of the year
by Associated Press

Rick Sutcliffe gave Just about everybody except himself
credit yesterday for his winning of the National League
Rookie of the Year honors.
He mentioned Los Angeles Dodgers' vice president Al
Campanis for having faith in him, veteran pitchers Don Sutton and Burl Hooton for helping him, pitching coaches Red
Adams and Ron Perranoski and Steve Yeager for his catching.
"I never thought as much of winning the rookie of the year
honor as I did of winning my next start," the 6-foot-6 righthander told a news conference.
"But I'd gladly turn my record around. If we could have
finished first instead of third,"
Sutcliffe had thought he would start 1979 in Albuquerque of
the Pacific Coast League but a late decision by Campanis
released veteran Pete Broberg and kept the 22-year-old
Sutcliffe.
With an 88 record at the All-Star break, Sutcliffe won nine
of his last 11 decisions to set a record for most victories by a
Dodger rookie. Sutton set the previous high of 12 in 1966 and
Bill Singer tied it in 19S7.
"Nothing tops making the Dodger's ballclub," said
Sutcliffe, who finished with a 3.46 earned run average.
"But I feel if it weren't for the other players on the team, I
wouldn't have won. Sutton and Hooton were very helpful to
me. I went out with the idea of what Don Sutton would do and
most of the time he was right."
Sutton, holder of numerous Dodger pitching records and
still active, commented, "I think that I, more than anybody
else in this room enjoyed Rick's success. And he hit one more
home run than Houston outfielder Jeff Leonard did."

DJ's Has GREAT
STOCKER STUFFER
•Sprouting Lids ,DEAS!
•Loofa Sponges
•Soaps and shampoos
•Dr. Bronner's Peppermint
Soaps
•Celestial Seasoning Teas

rsi\irGive

THE "GIFT OF HEALTH"!
Think Snow- Be Ready for
X-Country Skiing!
352-9157

SHOPS, INC
II5 W. Merry St.
Dorothy Joyce, owner
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Bowling Green women's basketball
Coach Kathy Bole started her "small
lineup" last night against Kent State,
but the move backfired as the Golden
Flashes dominated the boards and
defeated the Falcons, 6242, at Anderson Arena.
Guards Melissa Chase, Deanne
Knoblauch, Pain Young and Sue TellJohann and center Sue Cowman started
for BG, but their man-to-man defense
could not hold off the quickness of the
KSU offense who scored on its first five
possessions.
Bole then inserted a 2-3 tone with forward Sue Rlchter and center Chris Tuttle replacing two of the guards which
held off the KSU attack for moat of the
Brat half.
However, with about eight minutes
left In the half Kent State went into a
full-court press and scored 18
unanswered points to take a commanding 43-15 lead. The Falcons had five of
their 33 turnovers during that spell.
BG MANAGED to score eight
unanswered points of their own before
the half ended with the Flashes up,
46-25.
Kent State gained its biggest lead of
the night with 13:30 left in the game

WANTED:
BLACK POETS, SHORT STORY
WRITERS, PROSE WRITERS
AND ARTISTS. ■ .
for AN UNDERGRADUATE
LITERARY MAGAZINE

when it doubled the Falcons' total,
60-30.
"They (KSU) are a good ball team,"
Bole said. "Her (KSU Coach Laurel
Wartluft's) young players are mostly
sophomores with one year experience
and that makes a difference."
The difference Bole was referring to
was between Kent's young squad and
her own, which includes freshmen
Chase, Knoblauch, Rlchter and Tuttle
among those who saw a lot of playing
time but night
"WE ARE still experimenting," Bole
said. "They (the freshmen) have
received so much information in such a
short time. It will take some time

before they are able to react naturally
to all the situations."
Rlchter and Chase reacted well
enough last night to lead the Falcons'
scoring attack with 13 and 11 points,
respectively. Junior forward Kristi
Gordon added ten and Cowman had
nine.
Kent State's sophomore guard Bonnie
Beachy led all scorers with 18 points
and led all rebounders with 12 as the
Flashes outrebounded BG, 51-40. Tuttle
led the Falcons with eight caroms.
BG, now 0-2, hosts Northern Illinois in
a first-ever meeting between the two
schools at 5 p.m. Saturday in Anderson
Arena.

Cards fire Wilkinson
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St. Louis Cardinals announced today that they have
relieved Coach Bud Wilkinson of his duties effective immediately. He will be
replaced by assistant operations director Larry Wilson.
The announcement was made at a hastily arranged news conference by Cardinals president Bill Bldwill.
Wilkinson, who became a legend in the 1940s and 1950s at Oklahoma, had guided
St. Louis for 29 games. Bidwlil, in explaining his action, said, "As often mentioned,
my intention has been to await the end of the season before fully evaluating and
making decisions concerning the future of the team.
"However, I have determined to take immediate action about the coach and
what I consider to be the best Interests of the football team. This decision was
made when it became apparent Coach Wilkinson and I had opposing positions on
the subject of our program for the remainder of the season."

THE HUTCH
I PET & SADDLE SHOP
Wants To Be Your Christmas Store
FOR THE HORSE LOVERS!!
WESTERN & ENGLISH SADDLES. LEATHER GOODS,
BLANKETS, SHEETS, SUPPLIES, SHOW BRIDLES &
BITS BY BILLY ROYAL. CONGRESS, CIRCLY Y, DALLAS
CLASSIC AND TRIUMPH

FOR THE PET & FISH LOVER!!

SUBMISSIONS ACCEPTED UNTIL DEC. 16th, '79

FULL LINE OP FISH. AQUARIUM SUPPLIES. TANKS,
DOG AMD CAT SUPPLIES. EXOTIC BIRDS & SUPPLIES.

REFER ALL MATERIALS TO
ON-CAMPUS MAIL BOX 4441

FOR THE REST OF US!!

OR SDP-OFFICE,
ROOM 424 in STUDENT SERVICE BUILDING. . .

FRYE & DURANGO BOOTS. JEANS. JACKETS, VESTS.
WESTERN SHIRTS. BELTS AND HATS.

■»«—

INCLUDE SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
FOR RETURNED WORKS

.CAR - • - - - - - m
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CALL MIKE REED
352-2059
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Dear Mom and Dad,

wish I too i<P
5lci... 4Ker\ I Would
i\^+*-\| -to wiV\ WFRUSJ

THE

TEN
DAYS OF
CHRISTMAS
entry blanks on latest EAR
L

How are you? I'm fine, and the doctor says I'll
feel even better when I get a few days' rest and
a couple of home-cooked meals. But with the
condition of my wallet, it looks like 111 have to
hitchhike home for the holidays.
My roommate Just made plans to go home with
Greyhound and says Greyhound is a great way
to fight inflation because their fares are
so reasonable.
Greyhound even makes it possible for someone
to prepay a ticket in one place so someone at
another place can Just pick up the ticket and
come home. You can even send along a small cash
advance with the ticket. Greyhound will take care
of everything for Just a small fee. Boy — is my
roommate lucky.
Well, I have to run to pick up some more of that
expensive medicine. I miss you all very much and
hope to be home next weekend.
Love and kisses,

GO GREYHOUND
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Rapping with an alien
Jefl Diver tries to explain holiday eating to a
spacey visitor This page
Lovers entangled in Simon comedy
Kevin Settlage previews the national touring
company presentation of Chapter Two. Page 3.
An eerie eye and ear feast
A preview of tonight's campus movie,
Psycho. Page 4.
Nightspots in the Glass City
Norb Taylor and Dave Whitman paint half
of Toledo in the first of a two part series. Cover
photo of the Brass Bell by Jeff Filippi. Page 5
Novel examines early adolescence
Pam Ecker reviews the novel Teen Angel.
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Rapping with an alien creature
about Thanksgiving traditions
I still get the heebie-jeebies when
I think of last weekend and the
strange little visitor I hosted. Will
the being come to earth again? I
doubt it, but let me be the first person to warn you. Maybe the creature
will invade another's life.
Let me explain. I anxiously
awaited Thanksgiving break for
weeks; the college he-hum routine
(and dining hall food) was taking its
toll on my patience.
Thanksgiving day was great
(tasting), but it later turned into a
nightmare of Rolaids, Turns and
Pepto Bismol. The following two
days were spent recovering from
the festivities.
But last Saturday proved to be a
memorable day. When I went outside (between rain drops) to salvage
a few pieces of dry wood from under
the stack, I was greeted by a bizarrelooking creature of unknown origin.
I RUBBED my eyes, pinched
myself and even pinched the
creature and, to my shocking surprise, we were both very much
awake and real.
"I am Yekrut, and I have a few
questions tor you, earthllng," the
brownish red creature said In a staccato voice.
Yekrut explained that his kind had
been monitoring my area for some
time, and although it was against
his orders, he wanted to get direct
explanations of one activity, he
said.
With skepticism, I welcomed the

three-foot creature Into my home.
Yekrut didn't have hands, only two
legs that it used as hands. It was
covered with a downy-type material.
YEKRUT GOT right down to
business: "I have been observing
your home for three of your earth
weeks, and things seemed routine
until two of your earth days ago
when everyone started heavily consuming food."
The poor creature knew nothing
about Thanksgiving, I said to
myself.
"Thanksgiving is a traditional
holiday celebration of the settlers'
survival in this country. It Is a time
to be thankful, gather with the family and have a big festival with turkey
and all the trimmings," I said. "And
some people get sick from eating
too much. A lot of television viewing
also takes place."
"So earthlings in your country
gather, eat, get sick and watch
television. Are there any other such
days?"

"WELL, YES, there is Christmas
when..."
I stopped dead. While I had been
foolishly explaining these holidays,
one of Yekrut's comrades had snuck
up from behind and tied my hands
and feet.
"Well earthling, your tradition
calls for consuming large quantities
of turkey and our tradition calls for
consuming large quantities of earthlings. We have usually found this
weather is the best for hunting earthlings. One usually suffices for 10
of us."
"Oh no," I said, struggling to get
free. I was lucky that the straps
holding me broke. I dashed to the
garage, looking for a gun, but all I
could find was an axe.
When the creatures saw my
weapon, terror filled their eyes. They
tottered to their spaceship, which
was hidden in the backyard, and
flew off. But I heard them exclaim as
they flew out of sight, "Happy
turkeys to all and to all a good
night."
Just then, a hand touched my
shoulder. Half expecting a heart attack, I jerked my head around and
yelled.
"Jeff, you have been sleeping for
hours. How about a turkey sandwich?" my mom asked seriously.
"Arrgh!" I said. "Are you kidding?!"
The morals of this tale are
"Never trust a turkey in a flying
saucer" and "Never fill yourself with
turkey and stuffing and fall asleep!"
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Lovers entangled in Simon comedy
by Kevin Settlag*
Erasing memories and remarrying alter the death of a
spouse may prove a dangerous undertaking.
In Nell Simon's current Broadway play, Chapter Two,
writer George Schneider closes the book after 12 years
of marriage to a woman he idolized and is swept into a
relationship with a divorcee-actress, Jennie Malone.
George plays a perilous game, never letting Jennie be
herself, expecting her to be like his previous wife.
The national touring company of this Simon hit will
present Chapter Two Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Auditorium In Toledo.
Dawn Wells will portray Jennie. Wells is most
remembered as Mary Ann In the old comedy series
Gilligan's Island. She has appeared in numerous other
Simon productions including Barefoot In the Park and
Star Spangled Girl.
IN THE company's performance In Columbus on Oct.
14, Wells ran the gamut of emotions interacting with the
characters of George, his brother Leo and her friend
Faye Medwick.
Wells handled the role of Jennie with sparkle, acting
and sounding like a schoolgirl. The audience could
understand her frustration and need for patience in her
whirlwind romance with George.
The role of George was played David Faulkner, who
has returned to theater after 15 years.
Faulkner portrayed George in a nervous, high-strung
manner. His interactions with Jennie were wellexecuted and a credit to Simon's poignantly funny
script.
GEORGE ACCIDENTALLY calls Jennie after confusing two phone numbers that Leo gave him to encourage
the rebirth of George's social life.
Faulkner and Wells carry on the repeated phone conversations with style and humor culminating in a
ludicrous decision to meet and look each other over for
five n.inutes to satisfy the matchmaking efforts of Leo
and Faye.
George and Jennie find each other interesting, begin
dating and fall madly in love In just one week.
Leo is played by Donald Gantry. Gantry performed the
same role in the Broadway production and also played a
featured role in the film, Saturday Night Fever.
OF THE four characters, Gantry's interpretation of
Leo is the least Interesting.
After pushing his brother George Into dating again,
Leo realizes that it was too soon after the death of
George's wife for George to get Involved.
In the role of Faye, Kathleen Gaff ney utilizes every bit
of the script with her expressions and movements.
In one scene, Gaffney is preparing herself and Jen-

photo courtesy Ken Shaw Productions
Leo (Donald Gantry) grabs Faye (Kathleen Gaffney) during their rendezvous In Jennie's
apartment. Faye has second thoughts as Leo tries to convince her to loosen up and enjoy.
nle's apartment for the arrival of Leo, with whom whe
plans to have a casual affair to excite her presently
humdrum married life.
THE SCENE, one of the play's best, proceeds as Gaffney prances nervously around the apartment, primping
her hair, clothes and surroundings.
Leo arrives, and the ensuing sequence reaches
hysterical levels as Faye debates whether to go through
with the affair.
The play's action unfolds In two apartments in New
York City and spans about four months.
The two apartments split the set evenly with a
rotating section at middle stage with sofas from both
apartments back to back. As the action moves from one

apartment to the other, the platform rotates to either
side or to the middle for interaction in both flats.
NEIL SIMON is a household name when it comes to
Broadway success as a playwright. Simon's popular
plays include Barefoot In the Park, The Odd Couple,
Sweet Charity, Last of the Red Hot Lovers, Promises,
Promises, The Sunshine Boys, and California Suite.
The film version of Chapter Two currently Is in production starring Marsha Mason (Simon's wife), James
Caan, Joseph Bologna and Valerie Harper.
Tickets are on sale at the Masonic Auditorium box office, Central Travel and Ticket and LaSalle's in
downtown (Toledo) and Woodville Mall. Prices are $9.50,
$7.50 and $5.50.
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by F. L. Carollo
One of the beauties of film is that it can
say so much so effectively. Tonight's oncampus movie, Psycho, offers a terrific
opportunity to see one of the most finely
crafted films ever made.
The sujbect is horrible, the characters
unsympathetic, but the construction of
the story and the way in which It is told
generate an intense emotional reaction In
the viewer. Critic Richard Corliss has called it "the most popular and frightening
horror film" because it is such pure
cinematic experience.
Psycho was produced and directed by
Alfred Hitchcock tor Paramount Studios
in 1960. The screenplay by Joseph
Stefano was based on the 1969 novel
Psycho by the noted science fiction and
horror author Robert Bloch. The haunting
musical score was composed by Bernard
Herrmann, whose illustrious career included scores for films ranging from
Citizen Kane in 1941 to Taxi Driver In 1976.
IN THE late '50s and early '60s, Herrmann worked with Hitchcock on several
films, composing effective mood music
that was particularly notable in Vertigo
(1958), North by Northwest (1969) and
Marine (1964). For Psycho, Herrmann produced an eerie combination of screeching
strings and rumbling woodwinds. The
sound is an integral part of the madness
and menace that pervades the movie. The
music is thus a chilling aural reinforce-

ment of the story's visual action. As one
of the premiere film scores of both Herrmann's and Hitchcock's careers, Psycho
is a feast for the ears as well as the eyes.
The star of the movie is Anthony
Perkins as the irrepressible Norman
Bates. The casting is perfect throughout,
and effective performances are turned In
by the ensemble of Janet Leigh, Vera
Miles, Martin Balsam and even John
Gavin as the central characters.
HARD-CORE FILM buffs will undoubtedly appreciate the intriguing
parallel between Psycho and Orson
Welles' 1968 thriller Touch of Evil. Once
again, Leigh finds herself threatened in a
desolate motel, but this time the nervous
and eccentric manager is Perkins, not
Dennis Weaver. The Perkins character is
all the more terrifying because he is not
what he seems. Beneath the calm, meek
exterior of this all-Amerlcan boy lurks horrifying insanity and senseless violence.
There In lies the genius of Hitchcock's
achievement in Psycho. He evokes fear
and horror in the audience, although the
movie contains only two graphic scenes
of violence. The terror is psychological,
both for the characters in the story and
the viewers in the theater.
What could be more Innocent than the
dutiful son working in the family business
to support himself and his mother? But
what could happen when an only son,
raised by his widowed mother, is trapped
In a suffocating relationship with her?

NORMAN BATES has become the
ultimate mama's boy-unsure of himself,
incapable of normal sexuality and unable
to face his inner self. He has been
submerged by the demands of his sick,
domineering mother. His only outlet is
voyeurism, but that is only frustrating and
unfulfllling. The conflicts facing Norman
are swept away when the temptress who
has burst Into his life, Marion Crane
(Leigh), is brutally murdered in the infamous shower scene.
The real issue in Psycho is sexual guilt
and madness. But the nominal cause of
action in the story Is Marlon's theft of
$40,000 from her employer. Hitchcock's
characteristic use of a "MacGuffin"--a
gimmick or red herring which allegedly
motivates the characters within the story,
but is really unimportant in the development of the movie-is no less than
brilliant. Actions which seem to be
motivated by the lure of money are actually due to sexual desire.
Psycho's point Is an exploration of sexual aberration and mental derangement.
Things are not always what they seem to
be; those who appear innocent are guiity,
and those who appear stable are unbalanced. Exploitation is Inevitable: we
are victims or victimizers-and sometimes
both. Psycho presents us with a truly terrifying vision of the possibilities of the
human mind, and thai is a source of genuine fear.
Psycho will be shown at 8 p.m. in 210
Math-Sciences.
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Nightspots
in the
Glass City i
by Norb Taylor
and Dave Whitman
Part one ot a two-part series
Tired of those same Bowling Green bars? Been thinking about trying some new spots, like the ones you hear
about on the radio?
They're all in Toledo! you might say. True, they are,
but if you do happen to tind yourself in a carload of
slightly crazy people some night, and if you are indeed
tired of the same bars, why not make the trip up to the
big city for a change of pace?
Before you go, however, don't forget to stuff this handy guide to Toledo bars into your pocket or purse so
you'll know just what places to hit.
IF YOU'RE looking for classy atmosphere, fine
upholstery and mellow music, you're not going to find it
at The Brass Bell. What you will find Is a lot of
weathered wood, wire spools and barrels for tables;
loud, rowdy rock'n'roll and country bands; and patrons
that don't mind rubbing elbows.
Even though The Bell (as It is called by its regulars) is
the bar closest to the University of Toledo campus,
most customers aren't students. The mixing of students
and non-college persons doesn't present any problems,
though, because everyone at The Bell is there for the
same reasons-the booze and the band. Also of note In
this establishment are the restrooms, which must be
smelled and seen to be believed and are not for those
with weak stomachs.
Adjacent to The Bell is Pizza Bob's, featuring pizza
(no kidding) and subs, to satisfy those drinking munchies. By the way, Pizza Bob's is not for those with weak
stomachs, either.
Located at 3059 W. Bancroft St., with entrance and
parking at the rear of the building, The Brass Bell is
open seven days, with a band playing Monday through
Saturday. There Is a cover charge, of up to $2, depending on when you get there and the condition of the man
at the door.
EAST OF The Bell are two more bars-Charlie's Blind
Pig and The Stein 'N' Pitcher, 2661 and 2633 W. Bancroft, respectively.
The Pig falls between The Bell and The Stein 'N' Pitcher not only geographically but in atmosphere and
facilities. Not as "rustic" as The Bell, nor as "clean cut"
as the Stein 'N' Pitcher, Charlie's offers a compromise
for those who can't decide between the seeming extremes of its neighbors. Charlie's is also a compromise
in terms of space; it can be described as a bar built inside a narrow hallway.
The main seating area In The Pig is an aisle of booths
built for two or four occupants who have to weigh between 50 and 90 pounds in order to fit. In the back Is a
game room equipped with pinball machines and a pool
table to give you a chance to stretch your legs and break
away from the Lilliputian dimensions of the booth area.
Charlie's also Is the home of such culinary delight as
the Sir Pig hot dog. Hamburgers and other sandwiches
are on the menu, but the Sir Pig tops them all as the
.'^ouse .specially.IF YOU make it out of Charlie's Blind Pig and would

photo by JeH Filippi

Ibrahim "Abe" Mahmoud pours a pitcher of beer at Charlie's Blind Pig, 2661 W Bancroft,
adjacent to the University of Toledo. In addition to beer, Charlie's serves other drinks and
some food Items.
like to go somewhere with a little more elbow room,
don't bother getting back in the car because The Stein
•N' Pitcher Is only about 25 yards to your right. The
roomiest of the three Bancroft Street bars, The Stein
also Is the most modern, with real tables and plastic
chairs and even a 6-foot television screen.
Not only lhat but The Stein has real live waiters that
take your order and bring It to you. And when the beer
gets to you, besides already being ice c aid, it comes in a
chilled pitcher with chilled mugs.
While the Stein excels In liquid delights, it falls
behind the Bell and Charlie's in cuisine. Sandwiches are
available, but you'll have to ask the waiter for specific
types and prices.
The Stein sports your basic pool table and pinball
machines and also some excellent popcorn and
peanuts to help build your thirst for more beer.
WEEKENDS the Stein fills quickly, and a line usually
. forms outside -the door by. to p^n.- So, - as. the- saying
goes, be there early to get a seat.
Advertised as a place to move together, Renee's, 1532

S. Byrne Rd., Is just that. Originally a disco, the jocks at
Renee's now spin both rock and disco records.
Renee's spacious three-level dance floor, possibly
the best In Toledo, is usually filled to the maximum on
Thursday, which is college ID night. Renee's also has
two well-stocked bars.
Renee's does have a dress code (no tennis shoes or
faded jeans).
On college ID night beer is $1.75 a pitcher, but there is
not much emphasis on drinking, because dancing is the
main attraction.
The decor is Impressive with thick, plush carpeting
under low, lounge-type furniture surrounding the dance
floor. There is also an elevated area isolated by lattice
work away from the chaos of the main floor.
Well, drinking fans, that should be enough to get you
through this week. Part two of this concise compendium of Toledo nightspots comes out next week, so
don't go rushing off just yet unless you plan to make
another trip- soon. -And- please dert't- forget that -ife 36
miles back to Bowling Green, and the guide for drunk
driving won't be out until next quarter.
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Novel examines early adolescence
Angels-the sleaziest, sexiest girl gang In Humboldt
Junior High.

by Pam Ecktr
Junior high schools are not inherently evil places. But
being in junior high sometimes seems like cruel and
unusual punishment, or at least a terribly elongated riteol passage into the mature world of high school.
Sonia Pilcer's novel Teen Angel (Avon Books.
November 1979) examines the rituals and fantasies of
early adolescence with painful accuracy. The plot is
vulgar, touching and often amusing. This is a kid's story
definitely best appreciated by grown-ups-people who
can laugh at the irony of junior high's agony.
The heroine of Teen Angel certainly suffers. Fourteenyear-old Sonny Palovsky is tall and thin, but would
rather be busty. She has loving parents, but would
prefer a steady boyfriend. Sonny is smart enough for advanced classes, but longs for membership in the Teen

TEEN ANGEL is set in a city school during the early
'60s; however, the humor of the novel transcends
specific places and times. Sonny's thoughts, recorded
in gloriously gross detail, are a series of sex and
bathroom jokes-the kind told by any kid who ever
believed that "talking dirty" is an adequate substitute
for experience.
And Sonny's |okes are no less universal than Sonny's
worries. With absolute seriousness, Sonny agonizes
over slow physical development, parental expectations,
betrayal by best friends and proper methods for making
out, along with a multitude of other issues. Pilcer's firstperson narration reproduces the brave pretentions of a
would-be juvenile delinquent with exacting detail and
without moralizations.

Teen Angel is, in the early stages, as brazen and
unappealing as the gang members who never appear In
public without their thick white lipstick and thick black
eyeliner. But just like Sonny's mother, who continually
asks if there Is still a nice girl under all the makeup and
teased hair, Teen Angel continually, and subtly, asks
the reader the same question. Both Mrs. Palovsky and
the novel reach reassuring conclusions.
Many "comlng-of-age" novels with junior high aged
characters are aimed at junior high readers. These
novels attempt to provide guidance and sustenance for
young persons immersed In the complexities of growing
up. Teen Angel has less didactic intentions. The novel Is
a humorous look back into youth, meant for entertainment rather than instructlon-unless the reader needs
instruction In raunchy language. In that case. Teen
Angel may be the best, and funniest, textbook on the
market.

Exotic spy thriller

Arrogant assasin depicted in recent best seller
by Scott Bateman
Nicholai Hel is an unforgettable
character in an exciting new spy story
that is enjoyable from beginning to end.
The book is Shibumi, by Trevanian. It
was a top-ten best seller last summer,
spending more than five months on the
New York Times list.
Hel is the world's most dangerous
assassin, a man everyone is afraid of but
cannot kill.
Shibumi is a tale about Hel's battle
with the Mother Company, a huge conglomerate that has bribed many of the
world's leaders. For profit, the Mother
Company is protecting a group of Black

September terrorists. Through an intricate series of events, it is up to Hel to
kill the terrorists.

governor of occupied Shanghai at the
beginning of World War II.
Takashi Is important because he eventually becomes Hel's friend and takes him
to Japan. It Is In Japan that Hel learns
how to kill and comes in contact with his
first employer, the CIA.

TREVANIAN, AUTHOR of The Elger
Sanction and The Main, made Hel the
best part of the book. Hel is a perfectionist is everything he does. He Is so arrogant and superior that he is almost
THE GENERAL Is a fascinating
character, the ultimate warrior with a
likable.
Early in the book, the author flashes thousand-year ancestry. His arrogance
back to the people and events that have and breeding make him the perfect friend
made Hel the highest-paid assasin in the for Hel.
In this part of the book Trevanian comworld.
Hel, who was born and raised In fortably shows his familiarity with the
Shanghai, China, first meets the oriental culture that is so important to the
Japanese General Takashi. Takashi is the makeup of Hel's personality. The author
makes Japan very attractive, much like
"the previous best-selling adventure about
Japan, Shogun. by James Claveii.
After the flashback, we find Hel living In
a mansion In the mountains of Basque,
Spain. He Is In retirement, spending his
time exploring caves and enjoying the luxuries acquired from his years of profes-
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TREVANIAN DOES an excellent job of
developing the characters Le Cagot,
Takashi and Hel. The three characters
alone are worth reading about.
The major flaw In the book is the exaggerated ruthlessness of some people and
events Trevanian describes.
Otherwise, Trevanian has given us an
Intelligently written, action-packed book.
Shibumi has all the typical traits of a spy
story: murder, deceit, sex and all those
other fun things, but these traits are used
by the author with plenty of originality.
Shibumi Is exciting with a taste of the
exotic. For those who love a tale about International Intrigue and have some free
time over Christmas vacation, Shibumi
just might be the book to read.
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sional killing.
In Basque, Hel befriends another unique character, Le Cagot. A Basque revolutionary, Le Cagot's conceit almost matches Hel's. Le Cagot is a poet, braggart
and Hel's partner In cave exploring.
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Rock in the '70s

Tracing the
newest wave
by Jim Von Schilling
Part nine In a series
Forget the Beatles and everything they did from 1967
on, especially Sgt. Pepper's. Forget Led Zepplin, Jethro
Tull, Ted Nugent. Forget heavy metal, jazz-rock, and all
the other alloys.
Remember instead all those groups the late '60s and
70s left behind. From England remember Gerry and the
Pacemakers, the Dave Clark Five, Herman's Hermits,
Freddie and the Dreamers. Remember the early Kinks
and the early Who.
From the United States remember Paul Revere and
the Raiders, the Young Rascals, the early Doors. From
who-remembers-where remember the Troggs, the
Easybeats, the Syndicate of Sound.
IN OTHER words, put the history of rock on one giant
tape, play it through to 1967, then "fast forward"
through the next 10 years. You'll arrive at a form of
music that re-surfaced in 1978 under a variety of new
names, but mainly punk rock and new wave.
For those of us old enough to remember this stuff the
first time around, hearing it now is like entering a time
warp. We reach into the back pocket of our chinos and,
sure enough, that napkin with her scribbled phone
number is right where we left It last decade.
For those too young or too wasted to remember much
before Woodstock; no, Devo doesn't sound like Herman's Hermits (although Nick Lowe sure does). When It
comes to subject matter, especially, new wave-punk
rock is a product of radical, kinky, over-mediated, and
hyper-technological tlmes-ln other words, our very own
wild and wonderful late 70s.
(Time Out. For the record, you can't talk about 1978
without mentioning disco at least once. It was, after all,
the music of the year and the year for the music.
THE BEE GEES, in particular, dominated the charts in
a way that hadn't been done since the Beatles and,
before them, just hadn't been done. Of the top singles of
1978, five belonged to the Brothers Gibb, including Nos.
1,2, and 4. Time In.)
Actually, you can trace punk-new wave all the way
back through the 70S, to the raw music and theatrics of
groups like the New York Dolls and performers like Iggy
Pop. By the mid 70s, something bizarre was jelling in
England under the name of "punk rock," with pogo-ing
audiences and safety-pinned flesh.
In 1977, New York-based groups like the Ramones
and Television were putting American punk on records,
but not on radio stations. That didn't happen until 1978,
when albums by England's crazy Elvis Costello and
New Jersey's crazier Pattl Smith surfaced on the
Billboard charts and radio playllsts.
ALSO IN 1976, an infamous Sex Pistols tour of the
United States resulted In our mass media writing punk
rock's premature obituary. Sure, the Pistols' bad publicity made British punk-rockers unwelcome on our shores,
but It never kept our homegrown versions from blossoming.
Blondie and the Talking Heads surfaced In 1979 and,
for better or worse, so did Akron's own Devo; all three
groups were featured on "Saturday Night Live" this
year. Nick Lowe and Joe Jackson broke Into the Top
Ten, while two new-wave-influenced groups-the Cars
and M-managed to top the charts.
If the Plasmatlcs are rock-bottom, then Where's the
peak of punk-new wave-or at least when can we expect
to reach It? Chances are, the chroniclers of the '80s will
have to tell us that this is one form of 70s music that
probably hasn't come close to its full range and audience yet.
In the meantime, there's that napkin with the scribbled phone number, still legible after all these years. Let's
see. if the music's back again.-.say, she couldn't still be
living there could she? Could she?
NEXT: Marc Hugunln returns with the final part of Rock
In MM 70s.

Mercury Record's photo courtesy Music Library
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Tha Dolls strike a menacing pose. From left: Arthur
Harold Kane. Jerry Nolan, David Johansan, Syl Sylvain
and Johnny Thunders.
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Bee Gees split
"It looks like we can't go on being the
Bee QMS." says Barry Glbb, singercomposer and mafinee idol ol the hottest
act in show business. Although they have
completed their biggest blockbuster yet.
a 90-minute NBC-TV special, their recent
13-week. 38-city North American tour
seems to have taken its toll.
"Being Bee Gees is like three people
being one person." explains Barry. "It's
impossible. Each of us are having an identity crisis. It could drive all ol us crazy."
For these and other reasons, the Bee
Gees have decided to split.
The Bees Gees are tired ol the disco
label and sick at the thought that they
might grow old repeating themselves.
"We need to challenge ourselves," says
Barry. "It's now or never."
As a result, all three Gibbs are planning
projects In the expectation of going their
own ways-this time amicably. In January,
Barry will produce Barbra Streisand's
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next album; Robin will produce LP's for
Tina Turner and Jimmy Ruffin and
Maurice would like to study at London's
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art.
Of the impending split brother Maurice
says, "I can't see us together singing 'You
Should Be Dancing' at 40. We'd probably
have seizures from the strain."
-US magazine

New Queen
Quean has paved the way for its current
14-day tour of the United Kingdom with a
new single, not available on any album.
The song "Crazy Little Thing Called
Love." is a rockabilly-style tune featuring
lead vocalist Freddie Mercury as an Elvisavatar. The single (backed with "We Will
Rock You" from Live Killers) comes in a
picture sleeve showing the group
members resplendent in leather jackets
and is available only in Great Britain
(where it entered the charts at No. 25),
New Zealand, Australia and Japan.
-EA Newsbeat
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The campus film Friday and
Saturday will be "Midnight Ex
press " It will be shown at 7
pm and 9 30 p m both nights
in the Main Auditorium,
university Hall. Admission is
$1 with University ID
"Harold and Maude" is the
midnight UAO campus film
Friday and Saturday it will be
playing
»n
the
Mam
Auditorium, University Hall.
Admission isSI with University
ID
National
Lampoon's
"Animal House" and "10" will
be shown at the Stadium
Cinemas with showtime* rang
ing from 29:30 p.m.
"Candystripers" will be the
weekend midnight movie.

"Starting Over." starring
Burt Reynolds, will be playing
at the Cla 2ei Theatre this
weekend. Showtime* art 7, 7:30
ana 9:15 p.m. Saturday and
7,4,7:30 and 9:15 p.m. Sunday.
The classic science fiction
film "Metropolis" will be
shown at 7 p.m. Sunday. Dec. 7.
in ns Education Bidg.
Southwyck 8 Cinemas is
showing a special run of wait
Disney's "Sleeping Beauty" on
two of its eight screens. Other
movies showing are: "In
Search of Historic Jesus".
"When A Stranger Calls"; Na
tional Lampoon's "Animal
House," starring John Belushi,
Dom DeLuise in "Hot Stuff";
"Meatballs", and "Fiddler on
the Roof "

From 9 p.m. to t a.m. Satur
day, Dec. I, the UAO will have
a Saturday Night Special
featuring rock 'n' roll music in
the Side Door. Union. Admls
slon is 50 cents with University
ID and is open to all.
The "Collegiates" will per
form pop musical cliches of the
'50s, '60s, and '70s Saturday,
Dec. I. The concert is free and
will be in Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center.
A Christmas concert will be
given by the women's chorus
Sunday at 3 p.m. The concert is
free and will be in the Main
Auditorium, University Had
The Foxes Den will host the
band "Unmarked Bills" Friday
night.

Jimmy Stewart sports a new beard for an upcoming, but as yet unnamed, film to be made In
Africa.
During a recent tribute to actress Ingrid
Bergman at B urban* Studios In California,
Stewart was asked If he had ever grown a beard
for a role before. He remarked that he had grown a
mustache once before.
-Associated Press
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Nutritious and appetizing, a full meal you don't
have to take time out to enjoy, because
Domino's Pizza won't keep you waiting. Just call!
Within 30 minutes a high protein dinner will be
delivered to your door at no additional charge.
So kick off a really great evening at home...
call Domino's Pizza.we're #1 in rushing!
Look out...for our coupon books with $36.00
worth of values. A great Christmas gift!

The Good Neighbor.
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